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Abstract
The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador has recentlyoutlined
and begun to implement its comprehensive plan for revision and restructurIng
of the educational system in this province. The Royal Commission of Inquiry
into the Delivery of Programs and Services in Primary, Elementary , Seco ndary
Educa tion ( 1992), has placed the school curriculum at the very focus of this
process. One of the needs identified by the Commission was a balanced and
relevant curr iculum. In sett ing directio n for revisions to the present system,
however, this comprehensive and impor tant document, makes only cursory
refe rence to the arts subjects. Of the two hundred and eleven
recommendations made by the Commission, none make mention of the arts.
Th is study examined the perceptions of educators towards the arts in school
curriculum. The intent ion of Ihis research was to set the stage, at this crucial
time of change in our educational system, for a more comprehensive
unde rstanding of the role and place of arts subjects in the total education of
students.
The initial stage of the research involved a critical examinatio n of the
most pert inent educational documents and review of relevant literature . The
researcher then interviewed a cross-section of educators from all levels of the
system in this province. The nine participants discussed a list of eight op en-
ended questions which were designed to provide information about the
percep tions of these educators towards the role of arts in school curriculum.
One of the most significant findings in the study was the broad
agreement that the arts subjects have an essential role [0 play in the overall
education of students. Furthermore. the participants pe rceived the arts to be
an essent ial component in providingqualityeducation for students at all levels
of the system. It would appea r that the arts are perceived by educators as
nurturing the very characteristics that have bee n identified by the recent
Royal Commission, as well as by other educational report s, as essential to the
future success of students.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRoDUcnoN
Educational System Undergoing Major Changes
The educationa l system of tbe province of Newfoundland and Labrador
is presently undergoing a complet e restruc turing, the stat ed goal of which is
the substantia l improvement of the quality of e ducat ion provi ded to ou r
students. The Royal Commiss ion on Education, appointed in Augus t 1990 by
the Government of Newfoun dland and Labrador , found tha t:
Despite the significant gains ma de in educa tion over the past
two decades ... there remains throughout the province a
widespread and well-founded concern about the quality and
direction of schooling. Declining enrolments, demands for
access10 governance...pressures to increase achievement levels,
and decreasing financial resources have created demands for
change which cannot be ignored. (OUf Children OUf Future:
Royal Commission of Inquiry into the Delivery of Programsand
Servicesin Primary,Elementary, SecondaryEducation, p.xv).
Furthermore, the Commission "rejected the proposition that fine-tuning the
existing systemcould adequatelyaddressthe problemsconfronting it"(p. xvi).
One of the major focuses of proposed change to the present system is
school cur riculum. The impact of the government's plan for restructuring is
already being felt. Curricu lum program offerings in some schools, particu larly
in the rura l areas of the Province, have already been reduce d. Effective
Septembe r 1994, reductions in the program offerings of schools include such
subject a reas as music, home economics and industrial arts.
Bayview Heights Academy in Gamba has had to cancel Music,
Home Economics and Industrial Arts.•. and its primary grades
will have more than thirty students, up from approx imately
twenty students in 1993-1994. Smallwood Academy has had to
cance l Music for all stude nts. Bonne Bay Academy in Woody
Point has had to reduce its three Science programs ... (while]
multi-grades will occur in all grades from Kindergarten 10G rade
6 and there will be increased class sizes. Evening Telegram,
May21. 1994.
As the Government points out in the opening statements of its plan for
the restructuring of the system, Adjusting the Course II, students are at the
very centre of any educational plan.
There is litt le doubt that all those responsible for the educa tion
of our students sincerely want the system to provide the best
possible se rvice to students. Whatever the specific areas of
debate... educa tors. parents, and the public at large clearly want
our students to have the highest quality educatio n possible...
(p.6).
However, while Government's primary goal is to elevate tbe achievement
levels of our students, it also wants to save considerable money from the
system. These two objectives have been described as incompatib le. In its
analysis of the complete text of "Adjustingthe Course II", the Newfoundla nd
Teachers Association makes the following statements:
The approach to achieving the goals also raises a couple of
significant concerns which must be addressed. There would
appear to be a considerable increase in the emphasis placed on
"core" subjects. This will, no doubt, be accompanied by a
growing de-emphasis on the humanities and subject areas such
as fine arts. physical educat ion, etc. (p.3).
Students in other parts of Canada do not do better than those
in Newfoundland and Labrador because their curriculum has
concentrated on a few core areas . One of the reasons they
perform better is that they have access to a broad and
diversified curriculum... (p.18).
it would seem reasonable to ask whether the goal of "quality"
education, or "quality" programs might best be served by such deletions or
reductions to the curriculum. Furthermore, is there any evidence that
educa tors in Newfoundland and Labrador perceivesome aspects df the school
curriculum, namely music and other arts subjects, as dispensable or non-
essential to Quality educa tion? rrso, on what grounds can this view be
substantiated? What are the existingperceptions of the role and value of art
subjects such as music, art, and drama in the school curriculum? How do
educato rs view the elimination and or reduction of music and ot her subjects
as having impact on the quality of educa tion in this province?
The Government's Plan for "Adjusting the Course"
As alluded to earlie r. in November 1993. the Government of
Newfoundland and Labrador issued the document ent itled Adjusting the
Course . Outlined in this document is a comprehensive plan for the
rest ructuring and streamlining of the total educational system in the Province.
The proposed restructuring includes substantive changes designed to
.•. bring abo ut a substant ial improvement in the qua lity of
education provided to students, and to increase our current low
studen t achievement to a level which ranks with the best in
Canada (p.t).
One of the highlights of the proposal for change to the present system
includes a restructuring of school curriculum based upon the deve lopment of
a provincial foundation curriculum. This foundation cu rriculum will co nsist
of:
•.. primary core areas (language, mathematics. and science) to be
taught to all studen ts at all levels, secondary core areas (second
language, social studies, music, fine arts, and physicaleducation)
to be taught at specific a reas, and non-core areas to be taught
at the discretion of the school (p.t).
The reforms proposed in Adjusting the Course follow from the report
of the Royal Commission on Education submitted to the Government in 1992.
The Royal Commission of Inquiry into the Deliveryof Programs and Services
in Primary, Elementary, Secondary Education, Our Childre n Our Futur e,
points to:
... profound political. social and economic changes... prompting
educators everywhere to reassess the effectiveness and efficiency
of their education systems [and to) ..• a widely held and
documented belief that educational standards are too low, and
that too many graduates lack the basic and relevant skills
required to function in our present society, let alone the
modern, global marketp lace... (p.xv).
Toge ther, these reports are intende d to set the stage for major chan ges in the
curricu lum of schools, changes designed to promote the notion of quality in
the tota l educational system of the Province.
BACKGROUND TO TIlE STUDY
In the context of financial restraint and the prevailing eco nomic
conditions which face the Province, streamlining and reassessment of
programs are, as consequence, accompanied by a demand for a more "baste"
cur riculum. That is, a curriculum which can be described as one in which
any program considered a luxury rather than a necessityis subject 10 de letion
or reduction; a curriculum in which subjects nadit;'Jnally considere d "cote"
areas such as mathematics and science are given priority over other subjects
which may be deemed lesser in Importance. These kinds of decisions may
have profound implications for the delivery system of educat ion in
Newfoundland and Labrado r, for the future design and implementation of
curriculum in schools, and for the place and role of the arts in the edu cation
of students. One may well ask "How will such decisions impact the "quality"
of education in this Province?"
In or der to gain an understand ing of these issues, this study exa mines
the percep tions of a cross-section of educators in relation to the place or role
of the arts in school curriculum. While C: iS education may encompass many
areas including creative writing and dance, for the purposes of this s tudy the
focus will be mainly upon the t raditional arts: music, drama and visual arts
educa tion.
PURPOS E OF TIlE STU DY
The notion of "quality" education is of ten invoked by those who
propose change in edu cation. What "q uality" education really means is a
troub lesome question, but one whichhas often been posed. Arts su bjectssuch
as mu sic and visual a rt have lo ng been a component of curriculum in this
Province based upon the pre mise tha t they have something of value to
contribute to the education of children. What may the arts contri bute to the
quality of educ ation, to curriculum balance and to the ed ucation of stude n ts?
Does there exist among educa tors and curriculum policy-makers any basic
perce ption or conception or the role tha t the arts mayor maynot playin the
total curriculum or schools? If so, what are these existingpercept ions? This
stut!y will attempt to provide some val uable ins ight into the pe rceptions of
educators with regard to these issues.
SIGN IFICANCE OF TIl E SllJDY
Th e Government ofour P rovince has recen tlyoutl ined,and begun to
impleme nt. its comprehensiveplan 10 pro mote qu alityeducation. This is a
time of substanti al change and readjustment in our total educationa l syste m.
In the words of the recent RoyaJConunission(1992):
••. there mustbe serious e ffortsto address the quality and futur e
of schooling in the province. We must and canwork togethe r 10
build an educationsystem whichour childrenand pr ovince need
and dese rve. Nothingelse will do for our children. our futur e
(Summary Report, p.22).
Have th e arts been me aningfully addressed in the Commission's Report ?
Certainly, there can be found only scan t me ntion of the arts subjects
throughout the Report. Arc we to assume that music,a rt, drama and other
arts are not to be consideredas validcomponents inprovidingand achieving
-quality" education for our stude nts? Is lhis the perspectiveof educators in
our Province? Are the arts perceived as relevant bycurre nt educa torswithin
our schools? These issues may prove relevant to the future design a nd
direction of school curriculuma nd programming.
The stage hasbee n set fo r changes thatwill affect the future direction
of educati on in the province of Newfoundland and Labrador. With qualit y
education as its majol- premise, the Royal Commission has made sweep ing
recommendations for change to the pre sent system. One of the needs
identifie d by the Commission is a balanced and relevant curriculum. The
matter of whatconstitutes such a curriculum is a complexissue, and a difficult
one to re solve.
This study attempts to explore a particular group of subjects in the
present school curriculum, one which has perhaps be en treated more
marginally than others in the Commission's recommendations fo r change .
The stu dy will generate an awareness and understanding of the perceptions
of educators regarding the arts in school curriculum.
If education in our Province is to reach the high level of quality to
which a ll participants aspire - parents, government officials and educato rs
ali~e, pr ogram leadership in all areas of curriculum is essential. Ul timately ,
the study will serve to inform and direct those who may be involved in
curriculum decision-making and educational leadership.
IDENTIFYINGTHE PROBLEM
Historical Overview
Throughou t the decade of the 1980s much effort was invested in
improvi ng the content and quality ofarts educa tion programs in the schools
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o f the provin ce of Newfoundland and Labrador. A d ocument entitled Cornin'
to Our Se nses: Th e Repo rt of the Newfoundland and Labrador Task Force
on the Arts in Education (1980) represented thefir-a comprehensive attempt
in thisprovince to describe the status of the arts in the curriculum of our
schools and to rec ommen d a course DCactio n {or a morc prom ising fut ure for
t he arts in schoo l curricu lum.
The document.createdunder theauspicesof theCanadienConference
of the Am, Nation al Inquiry into Arts and Ed ucation, Willi a co ncerted
attempt to gathe r informa tion on the arts in educa t ion in N ewfounc:l la nd and
La brador. The final Rep ort wasthe produ ct of a yea r of inquiryunde rtaken
by educators in all disciplines and at all levels of the system. Th e Report
d escribed the si tua tion in arts educa tion a nd made recommendations for the
future of arts in schoolcurriculum.
The Report of the Arts Tas k Force Comin' To Our Senses refe rred to
the fact that arts education hadbeen listed by the Organizat ionfor E conomic:
Co-operation and Devel opment ( 1976), as one of the five most urgent
pro blems in Canadian education as a whol e. Fu rt hermore, the OECD had
described Canadi an policytowards the a rts in edu cation as one of "benign
neglect" (p.ll). Th e Report pointed to a number of circumstances whichmay
have co n tributed to wha t it also described as II situation of neglect of the arts
II
in the edu ca tion system in Newfou ndland a nd Lab rador. In suggesting
reasons why the ar ts had bee n giveno nlytoke n suppo rt inschools, Comi n' to
OUI'" Senses pointed to the effects of massive reorganization of schools
follow ingC onfedera tion; poli cyand financial p riorities which cent red around
mor e pressing issues such as schoolco nstruction and staffing; lackof teacher
tra in ingand experie nce in the arts: limi ted o p portunity for tea cher inse rvicc;
and limited opportunitiesand resources for rural schools.
The Report of the Arts Task Force was a timely one. It followed
clos e ly upon the he els of the work of a Ta sk Force on Education which,
com missionedbythe Newfoundland G overnment,was comple ted in1979. Its
task was to examine the educational syste m in our Province in light of
dec lining school e nrolments. The Final R eport of the Task Force on
Education, entitled Improving the Quality of Education: Challenge and
Opportunity wasformally submitted to the Government of our Province in
April of1979.
The Arts Task Force of 1980, while co mmending the Education Task
Force for it s sincere; effort to identify problem swithin the school system and
recommend solutions,criticizedwhat it charac terized as inadequatetre atment
of and lack of directionIn the arts:
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... it is unfortunate, thoughnot surprising , that the rea lm of arts
educa tion rece ived a cursory t reatment. It is ... evidence of the
strong intelle ctual bias of formal educators tha t the Task Force
onEducation provides onlyto ken suppo rt for"Aesthe tic Studies"
which were ne ither clea rlyde fined nor consistently suppo rted...
The Task Foree as a whole seems to lea d to a further
entre nchment of the arts in the formally structured school
enviro nment..• (p.9).
Th e Arts Task Force pointed out tha t in Ch allenge and Opportunity muslc
was describ ed as the most establishe d and accepted discipline in the system
and recommended that such studies should b e ' cere" from Kindergar ten 10
grad e nine. The R eport neglected . however. 10 add rees how such a core
sho uld be im plemented.
The ArISTas k Force conclude d that wh ile the explicitly stated focusof
the Education Task Force was quality and im provement of school programs,
arts programs were afforded onlymar ginal t reatmen t. The Report of the Arts
Task Force voiced s trongconcern fo r the fut u re of a rts in the curricu lum and
sta ted emp hatically that unt il such courses received recogn ition from the
mini sterial leveldown, there seemed little likeli hood that these subjects would
gai n ' respe ctability" in school curriculum.
In summary , while th e Arts T ask f or ce of 1980 found much evidence
of a great d eal of p rogressive revision and chang e in the findings of the Task
Fo rce on Education , there wasno evidence of any major understand ing or
conce rn wi t h arts in education (p.25).
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In 1980, th e autho rs or The Report of the N e wfoundl andand Labrad or
Task Force on the Arts in Education, Hall andGood ridge. envisioned the arts
as holding "a pr o ud and influential place" in our ed ucation system (p.5S). Th e
Report called for a serious commitment bythe provincial government and by
educational policy-makers to givemeaningful exposure to the arts in school
curriculum. Now, more thana decade later, OUTChildren Our Future: Royal
Commission of Inquiry into the DeliveryofPrograms and Services in Primary,
Elementary, Seco ndary Education (1992), prov ides th e cornerston e for
educational cha nge. Th e Report, a comprehens ive and in-depth study of
education in Newfoundland, makesonly brief and cursory reference to the
arts.
STATING TIl E PROBLEM
What is the Rol e of Ar ts in Curriculum'?
Questio ns such as the following arise from the preceding discussion.
ln what respect , if any, may the arts be considere d an int egral part of school
curriculum? What do the arts have 10 offer to the education of the
individual? Is quality education possible without such components as music,
art, drama, great literat ure, poetry? In order to answer these questions
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intelligently, one must formulate a concept of the arts and the role p layed by
the arts in education.
Today'ssociety places a highvalueon the kind ofknowledgeand skills
that will promise a successful career. Fran Fearnley, Editor-in-Chief of
Today's Parent recently referred to the escalating debate over the stale of
Canada's schools which she described as ..... rife with fundamenta l
disagreements oyer what constitutes a good education and how to achieve
it.r.
The question "What can I do to ensure that my child gets a
good education?" is heavily loaded. Parents know that their
children's future well-being, health,happiness and educational
successes are all inextricably interlinked. The stakes couldn't be
any higher. (Supplement to Maclean's Magazine Aug. 1993.
(p.3) .
Feamleysuggeststhatat the core of the current dispute in education are the
champions of child-centred or whole language learningin a face-off withthe
back-to-basics movement. Thedecadeof the 19805sawsweepingchangesin
the classroom with the advance of child-centred ed ucation. Now, a decade
later, Today's Parent Education Report stales that parents are reacting
becausetheir children are having difficultywith reading and writing.
At a time wheneconomic and technologicalchangemorethan
evercreat es demand for highly literateyoung people, toomany
parents find their children can't spell or understand rules of
grammar. Justwhena generationof boomers focuseslikenever
before on their children's development, schoolscan't seem to
15
deliver on th e ir promises.... Beyond the invective, a cou ple of
clear lessons emerge in the complex landscape of learning. It
is far easier to changeeducationalphilosophies thanto manage
the practical tra nsitio ns that must follow in classro oms (p.4).
Clea r ly, the acquisition of these kinds o f basic ski lls is the mandat e of
schools. Economic viability is andwill continue tobe a factor that influencer,
the proced ure and content of school curriculum. We have evidence of this
kind of influence i n our own Province in the recent recommendations of the
Task Force on Mathemat ics and Science Education (1989). There are,
however, oth er valid concerns expressed byeducators which m ay deserve our
considera tion.
l ust aschildre n will growupto become productive membersof society,
they also must learn 10 live with others in an ordered society. What
consequence doesthis have for the importance orvalue ofthe social sciences
or for moral education in the school curriculum? Childrenmust alsolearnto
make productive use ofthe time spent away fromwork- leisure time. How
valuable maythea rts curriculumbe in this respect? T o live to the fullestand
best, children shou ld enjoy physical and mental healt h. H ow may school
curriculum best serve these important aspects oflife? An appreciation ofthe
value of personal rel ationships is an important dimension to the child's life -
both in the present and for the future. How important is the kind of
knowledge or "knowing" that results from familylife andsexual education in
16
helpingstudents roappreciate andbetter understandtheir unique place in the
world? Clearly , the question of "va lue" is ubiquitous in the process of
curri culum decision-making .
Curriculum - An Important Tool
lust recently we have been alert ed to the direct infl".'nce of school
curriculum upon our children. The Report of the Roya l Commission(1992)
identifie s the school curricu lum as the component of education which"affects
stud ents most directly" (p.29S). The reinforcement of social values.
preparation for life in society, and critical awareness of heritage, traditions
and environmentare stated as being advancedbyschoo l curriculum.
It is th rough curriculum that schools impart the knowledge and skills
which are viewed as valuable and important. According to Hirst (1965)
knowledge can be categorized based on distinct kinds of meaning and
validation procedures. Hirst describes these catego ries and discusses
particular concepts which val idate each as a unique and valuable area of
knowledge. These categories include mathematics, scie nces, history, the arts,
ethics, and religion - all merit inga place in the curriculum because of the
unique elements they possess. Hirst contends that thro ugh a combination of
all of these, students find their own individu al place in the world. With
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particular reference 10 the arts in curriculum, Hirst describes the uniqueness
of the arts as ranging beyond the familiar, as giving the senses new ranges of
applica tion. It may be interesting to note that Hirst comments upon the
danger of placing too great an emphasis upon the traditional academic
components of curriculum. He suggests that to emphasize mathematics and
the sciencesto the exclusion of other subjectsnarrowsthe goalsof l earnin~
and may well result in the exclusion of importantsubject matter from the
curriculum.
The Ar ts: Uncertain Fate?
In a column written in the Toronto Globe and Mail January 1994,
Bronwyn Drelnle discusses the fluctuating fate of arts education in Canada:
When it comes to arts education in Ihis country, the mixed
signalsare endlesslyperplexing. On the one hand, the arts are
put on display as one of the major accomplishments of our
schools... On the other hand thingsare awfullygrim. On the
positive side... the Ministry of Education [Ontario) came out
with a new Common Curriculum for grades 1 to 9 last year in
whichfour "core areas"of studyare designated: Language, The
Arts,Selfand Society, and Math,Scienceand Technology. On
the negative side, British Columbiapromoted the arts to the
same key position in itseducationsystem••• but only on paper.
Drainie pointsout that while recognition is an enormousstep forwardfor the
arts, it is but an emptygesture without the resources and fundingto support
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it. She also attempts to explain why the mixed signals are particularly
frustrating :
... because interna tional research into arts education continues
to showthat it providesexactly the kind of stimulation and skills
that schools in Canada say they want to give their students :
flexibility, problem-solving, creativity, learn-work and
individuality . (G lobe and Mail, January 22, 1994).
Summary
As previously stated, the entire educa tional system of Newfound land
and labrador is presently under revision. The premise of this complete
restructuringis substantial improvementof the qualityof education available
to the students who attend our schools. One of the major focuses of this
restructuring will be schoo l curriculum. Curr ent educationa l report s designed
to initiate and guide this process of restructuring, however, have left many
questionsunansweredas to the future role ofarts subjectsin the curriculum.
In viewof the issuesdiscussedin this chapter, certain questionsarise.
What is the future of arts in education? Do the arts have a relevant role to
play in the education of students? What are the perceptions of present
educators regarding the role played by the arts in our current school
curriculum? This studywill'attempt to movetowardsa better understanding
of these issuesand to providesome possibleanswersto these questions.
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The following chapter will examine some of the most pertinent
educational reports and current literature dealing with the role of arts in
education .
CHAPTER TWO
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Th is chapter touches upon some of the most perti nent issues in
documents and curren t literature dea ling with arts in educat ion generally, and
the role of arts in school curriculum.
Aims of Education: Philosophical Considerations
The formulation of aims of education has long bee n a ubiquitous
compone nt in the process of schooling. Educato rs, from at least the lime of
Plato's Rebu blic to the present day, have discussed and formulated desirable
goals for education systems, goals which serve as a philosophical basis for the
education of students . In the 4th Century B,C" Plato wrote of an ed ucat ional
philosophy which espoused the not ion that education shou ld promote the
good society, the good life, the good person. How were these objectives to
be met? They were to be achieved through the vehicle of school cu rriculum.
In Canada, individua l provinces have the authority to deter mine goals
within their own educational systems. In this province, as in any ot her, goals
and priorities reflect and serve the socie ty in which We live. Crock er and
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Riggs (1979) cite the principles of democracy and individual freedom as the
foundation for the "self-evident"and fundamenta l goal of education;
The fundamental goal of education is to help each person to
achieve to his fullest development both as an individual and as
a member of society (p.25J.
Crocker and Riggs (1979) define "fullest development" as that which
encompassesfour basicareas of human development;
...the function of education car. only be to ensure that the
individual is sufficiently developed intellectually, morally,
physically, and socially to enable him to make choices in a
reasoned manner, with due regard for tbe rights of others
(p.26).
More recently, The RoyalCommission(1992) pointsout that the aimsof
public education for Newfoundland state that education is a processwhose
purpose is the "fullest and best development" or the student. Once again, the
basic premise is clearly articulated, that the school must attend to the "full
development of the whole child - cognnively, physically, morally , spiritually,
socially and emotionally" (p.215).
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The Aims of Education for Newfoundland
The Aims of PublicEducationfor NewfoundlandandLabrador (1984)
provides a philosophical basis for school curriculumin our Province. The
fundamental premise of the Aims in the development of each student 's full
potential as a thinking andactingindividual. Referringtostudents as persons
of value and worth, the document clearly stales the main objective in
providing for their education : ... the development of an individual, not the
success of a job ••. is the primaryconcern of publiceducation (p.7).
The Aimsclearly placesthe development of the individual's fullpotential
as a human person at the centre of the educat ional process. h is inte resting
to not that job success is secondary in importanceto the developmentof the
student as an individualhuman perscn. This particular notion comes into
question, however, in light of the final report of the Task Force on
Mathematics and Science(1989) in whichjob success is posited a.s priority.
Also, the notionof "balance"is invokedby the stated philosophyofThe Aims.
The document points to the need for provisionf01' both the intellectualand
emotional realms in promoting the development of an individual's fullest
potential. It suggests that "fullest" development encompasses a balance
between the emotional and the intellectual. Clearly, then The Aims of
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Education for Newfoundland, lead to the provision in schoolcurriculumfor
both these perspectives of human lea rning.
Rat iona les for Arts Curricu lum
Am : A SurveyofProvincialCurriculaat the Elementaryand Secondary
Levels (1983) identifies the commonalities of the arts and provides
justification for their inclusion in the curriculum of our schools. The
document characterizes the arts as:
central to the student's experience
a function of life itself [provid ing] insight 10 all ot her a reas of
learning
Instrumental in teaching basic skills as well as in furthering
individualintellectual development
a proven valuable aid in an increased positive awareness of
self... and sensitivity to others (pp.2·3)
Th e Program of Studies (or Newfound land and Labrador 1993·1994 mak es the
following statement with regard to the inclusion of Music in the primary
curriculum:
provides children withenjoyable musicalexperiences
fostersa love and understanding of musicand sensitivity to it
2.
establishes a foundation for aesthetic development
(OSiers children's confidence in their ability to perform and
create music (p.29)
Art at the primary level:
fosters an appreciation ofvisual art and the visual environment
stresses the relation between seeing and feeling
fosters student confidence
establishes a foundation (or aesth etic development (p.14)
At the elementary level, the Program of Studies is closely in keeping with
those principlesalreadyoutlinedwith a more pronouncedemphasis on growth
in three major areas of learning: "the affective, the cognitive, and the
psychomotor' (p.et):
develops cognitive skills through musical literacy and
psychomotorskillsthrough movementand performance (p.62)
fostersan appreciation of the uniquenessof everyhuman being
(pAS).
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The Role of Arts in Educ ation
Elliot Eisner (1992) believes that prevailing conceptions of the am are
based upon a massive misunderstanding of the role of the arts in human
development and education. This misunderstanding, contends Eisner, is
rooted in ancient conceptionsof mind. knowledge.and intelligence. He points
to schoo l curricul um and the scheduling of arts as indicative of the va luing of
school subjects:
Make no mistake. thecurriculumwe prescribe for schools and
the time we allocate to subjects show children what adults
believe is important for them to learn... This time represents
both va lue and opp ortunity: value because it indica tes what is
considered significant; oppo rtunity because the school can be
thought of as a culture of opportunity. Schools... are cultures
for growing minds, and the direction this growth takes is
influenced by the opportunities the school provides. These...
are the school's program - its curriculum (Phi Delta Kappan,
April 1992, Article#4).
Eisner identifies severalwidely held but "fundamentallyflawed" beliefs
aboutmind, knowledgeandimelligencewhich influenceeducationalpriorities.
He challenges the validity of the belief that human conceptual thinking
requires the use of language; that sensory experience is not essential to
intellectual development: that intelligence requires logic; that scientific
method is the best and most reliable way to learn about the world. To
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summarize briefly, Eisner's argument is that these beliefs create
intellectual climate that marginalizes the arts because "... what these beliefs
celebrate seems to have little to do with what the arts provide,"
Rob inson (1991) would lend credence to the argument posed by
Eisner. Robinsondescribes whatis, in his view,the most significant problem:
The real problems facing the arts in schools are ideological;
that le they are problems of basic, unquestioned assumptions
about education in general and the arts in particular. Where
the roles of arts are properly understood resources can be
found, however scarce. The fact that too few resources are
available for the arts reflects a prior problem of attitudes.
(From keynote address The Artswork Conference, Toronto
1991).
Is there evidence of such an intellectual climate as that proposed by
Eisner and Robinson in the schools of Newfoundland and labrador? Does
there exist among our edu cators a basic misunderstandingof the role that the
ens mayor may not play in the total school curriculum? Are there various
issues that decision-make rs and policy-makers need to be aware of in their
de liberations regarding curriculum design and implementation?
One writer (Ross 1984) argues that the arts have long been formally
recognized as playing an important role in the development of children, but
that despite this recognition, have been and continue to be viewed as a
per ipheral or less importa nt component of school curriculum. One factor
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relating to the marginalization of arts subjects suggests Harris (1992) is
administrat ors' att itudes concernin g the value of arts.
Harris contends that the fundamental probl em has to do with not the
absolute importance of these subjects, but their relative importance. The
question inevitably becomes not "Is music important?" but rather "How
important is music in relation to all the other demands being made upon the
curriculum and upon the school?" In this context. a subject area is assigned
a place in the curriculumbaseduponits perceived value. Harrispoints to the
issue of what criteria will serve as a basis for these decisions as a crucial
element.
Some studies have shown that general arts education, that is arts
education for all students, has been viewed by students and by the public as
a less important priorityof curriculum. In one study (1988), students asked
to rate the relativeimportance of art courses in schools rankedart courses to
be lower in importance compared to other courses (Arts Education in
Canada: An ExploratoryStudy, 1988). Music and Art ranked 16thand 17th,
belowReligion at 15th in a listof 18 courses in grades7- 1~. Math, English,
andComputerStudies were rankedas the top three inperceived importance.
Suchviewsare, as reported bya GallopSurvey cited in this Canada Council
Study, not limited to students. In a 1984poll whichasked membersof the
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publicto rate a list of 11subjects,Art and Musicwere 10thand 11thin terms
of pe rceived import ance, while under 20% of respondents sa id that stude nts
should be required to take courses in Music and A~ (p.7).
Ross (1984) has documented the peripheral status of the arts in
education. He has shown that:
...every major educational report of the last fifty years or so has
given the fullest moral support to the role of the arts in
education and yet, despite such widespread official
endorsement. thearts have continued(0 be widelyregardedand
resourced as an educational frill (p.t).
Ross point s to "strong materialist and politically reactionary forces" at
work in the education. He speaksspecificallyof the "back to basics" trend-
the view that children shouldbe taught the so-called basicskillsnecessary
to gettinga job and contributing to economicgrowth. Ross pointsout that
while most schools acknowledge the social. personal and moral needs of
children,the traditional curriculumhas always been committed to teaching
children10be usefuland effective in the world. What this means. in Ross's
view. is that the school's primetaskhasbeen to ensure thatchildren willlearn
• and also demonstrate that they have learned skills and knowledge of
practical value. Ross suggests that because the arts are perceived as less
practical there has been a lackofenthusiasmfor the artsof the policy-making
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level, He further suggests that this perception is central to the debate on the
balance and efficiency of the school curriculum. Ross proposes that the arts
are viewedas M...at odds with the mundane.secular, pragmaticconcernsof
everyday _." and consequently have been assigned peripheral status. He
suggests thai the arts are perceived as
... odd. unsafe. frivolous. threatening. wasteful , disruptive : all
those things that are at odds with the business of sensibly
gettingon with makinga living... maintaining the status quo
(p.7).
The issues articulated by Eisner, Harris and Ross give rise to certain
questions which may prove significant to the problem under discussion . Are
the arts, by the very nature of their link with the creative, the expressive, the
Imaginative, perceived as impractical by educators and administrators e nd
students in this Province ? Or, can the arts, because of their uniqueness and
difference, promote a "way of knowing" in their own right, as Ross contends.
offering unique access 10 certain dimensions of human experience?
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Educational Reports and Arts Programs
"Challen ge and O pportun ity"
The final Repo rt of the 1979 Task Force on education in
Newfoundland a nd labrad or was enti tled Imp roving the Quality of Ed ucation:
Challe nge and O ppo rtu nity. With declining schoo l enrolments in view, Th e
Task Force had clearly defined its mandate as "nothing less than a complete
re-examination of the educational system of the Province"(p.l).
The primary focus of thr: investigations of The 1979 Educa tion T ask
Force was school programs. This Task Force, targeting the study of school
programming as "the most significant aspect of our work" (p.98) gave the
following rationale:
Although it may appear to be one step removed from the
visible issues of teacher job losses. revenue reductions. school
closures and the like that surround declining enrolments, it was
felt that these issues were in themselves peripheral to the
central question underlying educational quality, that of the
nature of the school experience to which pupils are exposed
(p.3).
According to the Final Report of the Task Force on Education, many
representations made to the Task Force spoke to the problemof the limited
programsoffered to studentsin many of the Province's schools. In particular,
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the offering of basic programs was described as a "serious limitat ion of
schoo ls. Lack of music, art and other programs were cited as proble ms at the
eleme ntary level. Similarly, lack of programs for "non-academical ly inclined
pup ils" was a concern expressed by high schools (p.I9 t).
h is inter esting to note that as a basis for its proposal for the design
of programsin primaryand elementaryschools, the Task Force returned to
the Aims of Education in recommending general objectives. The Report
stressed the need for schools to accept the responsibility for developing
"maximum potentialofallpersons"and to place a "broad interpretationon the
meaningof intellectual development" (p.IOS). Furthermore, the findingsand
recommendations of Challenge and Opportunity created impetus for the
creation of new and improved school programs. In particular. music
curriculum took a new and innovative direction with the introduction in 1983
of a literacy-based program. This Task Force espoused the notion that if
music and art are basic disciplines. then the school has the responsibility to
make provision for these subjects. Recommendation 6.9 of the Final Report
calle-t for the development of tests for certain subject areas: "...in social
studies, music, physical fitness, religion and other areas not currently
assessed."
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"Towards an Achieving Society"
In May of 1989, the Task Force on Mathematics and Science
Education submitted to the Government of Newfoundland and labrador u
report ent itled "Towards an Achieving Society", The stat ements and
recommenda tions of this report targeted the content, implementation and
direction of school curriculum.
One of the main thrusts of this Report suggested that certain subjects
in the school curriculum are inherentlymore valuable than others. The first
stated principle of the Report deals with the priority of certain school
subjects. namely mathematics and science. These subjects are assigned a
place of highimportance in curriculumbased upon the substantial demand for
math and science related backgrounds in the workplace. The Report further
suggested that the teaching of math and science is a unique domain of
schooling, while some othe r areas could conceivably be hand led by other
institutions of society:
Not all school subjects are of equal value. Schools should
assign their highest priority to teaching the basic acade mic
subjects which they are best equipped to handle, and which are
not part of the mandate of other institutions of society.
Mathematics and science must be included a mong the areas of
highest prior ity (p.42).
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Expressinghighconcern for what it describes as a "crisis of lowexpectations",
the Crocker Report argued that the school curriculum must emphasize
mathematics and science in order 10 develop students' analytical, linear
thinkingskills. Furthermore, the Report marginalized other programswhich
it described as restricting students' opportunities to develop these kinds of
high priority skills:
Rather thankeepingstudents in school through use of programs
which restrict their opportunities, the aim should be to provide
the means.•. for [success] in the core academic areas (p.S),
Towardsan Achieving Society proposeda curriculum withsharp focus upon
intellectualprocess, and Ihe developmentof cognitive skills. Its conclusions
and recommendations pointedto a school curriculum witha majorfocusupon
mathematics and science, with the exclusion of other programsa considered
option.
"Our ChildrenOur Future"
Our Children Our Future: Royal Commission of Inquiry into the
Delivery of Programs and Services in Primary, Elementary, Secondary
Education (1992)points to the important principles of equity, quality, and
freedomasguidingstandards in educationaldecision-making. Equi.;' calls for
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"every child 's full participation an d involvemen t" while "provid ing adequate
choices that meet diverse learning needs and interest s" by "e nsuring thai the
curriculum is current, relevant and meaningfuJ..,{p.205). Our Children Our
Future states that any model (or change in the educationa l system must be
founded on the real needs of children and that quality must permeate all
levels of the system. With these fundamental principles of equality and
quality firmlyIn sight the Royal Commission (1992) concludes that:
AU children are entitled to a curriculum rich and varied.
challenging and inspiring, which enables them to reach the
highest possiblelevel of fulfilment...
The arts or their ro le in school curriculum is not addressed in any of
the two hundred and eleven recommendations made by the Commlsstcn.
Chapter 14 of Our Children Our Future. dealingwith curriculum.mentions
such termsas ''highqualityacademiceducation","broad academiccurriculum"
and "academic" and "non-academic courses". Nowhere in the Report,
however, are theses terms defined. Interestingly. the Reports states:
•..3 core curriculum must be established based upon the
disciplines of Language, Mathematics and Science ... other
courses shouldcontinue to be mandatory. Even in small rural
schools students should have an opportunity 10 experience a
broad academiccurriculum. (Our ChildrenOur Future: Royal
Commissionof Inquiry into the Delivery of Programs and
Servicesin Primary. Elementary,SecondaryEducation, p.300).
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What then, is high qualily aca demic education ? What is broad
acade mic curriculum? What constitu tes an academic or non-academic
course? Where do the arts fit in scbool curriculum? What is their rol e?
These important questions are left unanswered in Our Children Our Future.
"Build ing a St rong Foundation for the Future"
In a recent report, Building A Strong Foundation For The Fu ture:
Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Kindergarten (1m), the
Depa rtment of Education presents a philoso phy in which three "key"
components are highlighted: child-centr ed education, individualization, and
child participation in the learningprocess. TI--: Report states:
...the overall goal is to provide opportunities for children to
become Independentthinkersand problemsolverswhofind joy
and satisfaction in the learning process. To achieve this goal,
the "whole child" must be nurtured in a challenging, child-
centred environment..•Our challenge, as educators. is to arrive
at this goalby honouring itsunderlying philosophyin action as
well as in word (p.5).
The R eport useswhat is refers to asa "broader definition" of curriculum as
a "reference pointfor all deliberations" in its taskat hand (p.7). It is the
stated conclusionof the Repor t that "a ll three perspectives (process,content,
and product) have a valuable contribut ion to make" and that the child is
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ulnmateiy the prime considerat ion in all curriculum decision-making. So me
of the statem en ts which summa rize the proposed curriculum fram ework in A
View O f Learning are, interest ingly,re rninescent ol the ph ilosophy expressed
in the Aimsof Education for Newfoundland:
The chil d is at th e centre of lea rn ing
Each ch ild is a n individ u al
The child activelyengages inmanydifferent learningprocesses
as s/he interacts with meaningful content
The des ired outcome of learning (product ) is persona l growth
and development resultin g from the aquisition of attitudes and
dispositions, knowledge a nd understa nd ing, and skills a nd
strategies. (p.8)
One o f the re commen dations made in Building a Strong Foundation fo r the
Future wastha t theDivision of Program Development extend this holistic and
child-centered philosophy to other primary levels 1-3. It was also
recom mende d that t his philosophy be furt her extended to include the
elementary grades 4·6 (p.l8, recomm en dation s 18and 20).
The Arts and Curricu lum Balance
The Arts in Education: A Conference on Balan ced Curricululum and
Stude nt Rete ntion (March 1993) attempted to add ress what has been
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described as "erosion of arts curriculum in Newfoundland schools", While
stating agreeme nt with the educational imp o rtance of math , scien ce ,
technologyand entrepreneurship aspart of the educntonal agenda setbythe
recent Royal Commission on Education (1992 ), the stated goal of this
confere nce was "to promote an edu, ational system tha t develo ps the full
varietyof children's ablljnes" (p.I).
The organizers of the conferenc e. a G ander School Board musi c
consult ant, Peter Gamwell, and an arts consulta nt at the Department of
Education,Alex Hickey, express a particular view of the school curriculum.
They see the curriculumfrom the vantage point of a holistic philosophy, as
encompassinga verybroadrange ofexperiencesandprovidingfor all aspects
of learning. Su ch a holi sticapproach to human learning is byits verynatu re,
a committme nt to what maybe described as a balanced curriculu m.
Much h as been written in the lit e rature of educa tion conc erning the
notion of curriculumbalance. Dearden ( 1984)considers the meri ts ofbalan ce
andcoherence as funda mental curricular principle s. He discusses. the no tion
of 'ba la nce', al erting us 10 its proble matic and controversial nat ure. He
argues that balance is a matter of judgem ent as to howmu chof each elem ent
must be presen t in ord er for balance to be achieved. He alsoasks a poign ant
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question : How a re we to recognize whethe r or not a proper balance has been
achieved?
Give n the ins tructio n to create a bala nced cu rriculum, relates Dearden.
exactlythe same provision could be viewed as either balanced or unbalanced -
dependin g upon what is judged and who is judging. He a rgues that appea ls
to balance are of ten closely connected wit h justice, or in other wor ds, giving
what is d ue,
Lawton (1987) poi nts 10 curriculum balance as the key to effective
schooling . In his interp retation, balance in curriculum places the primary
focus u p on skill development and app lication, and gives prominence to
persona l develo p ment. With respec rto th e question of what is 'bas ic'. writes
Lawton. all of these components arc considered basic.
E isner re fers to th e prevailingclima te of tod eys schools in The Art of
Educati o nal Evaluation (1985)as one which "places a very great em phasis o n
measured forms of educational performan ce, but tends10 neglect attention to
the performer hi mselfc,". In Eisner's view, school curriculum makes little
provision for th e development of "form s of tho ught th at lie outs ide o f a
narrow view of literacy" (p.165). Eisner refers to what he calls a demise o f
balance d curriculum amidst demands for a retu rn to a "back to basics"
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appro ach. He conten ds that this approach is not part icularly app ropriate for
todays educational world,
Eisne r cites one of the most important variables influencing what
stude nts learn in schools is what students are given the opportunity to leam.
He suggests that what is included in the agenda of schools - that is which
subjects are to be taught, a rc of paramount importan ce. Eisner points out
that decisions about what is to be included and exclude d from school
curriculum have profound implications n ot only with respect to the
opportunities afforded to students bUI also influences what students will
rega rd as important or valuable in school.
One of theindicators ofhowschool curriculum is valued, writes Eisner,
is the amount of instructional time devoted to individual subjects within the
curriculum. Forexample, subjectsconsidered to be"core"curriculum such as
math, science and language arts consume 60-700/0 of scheduled time while
arts subjects suchas music or art take up 4-5% of the scheduled time (per
week) at the elementary level. Consequently, students actually spend more
time at recess than is devoted to studying subjects such as art or music.
Taken a step further, says Eisner. we may consider the significance of the
placement of subjects in terms of the school day. Those subjects viewed as
mostvaluable are oftenscheduled in the morningat a time whenstudents are
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conside red to be mo re alert and ' fresh"- whe n they mu st "think"and are able
to gain the most from instruction. Eisner po ints to the significance of time
and locatio n of time with res pect to children 's oppo rtunities to lear n:
In th e simplest terms, it is not possible to have anysemblance
of cu rriculum balance whatsoever if the content areas needed
for such balance are absent fromthe curriculum or given so
littl e lime that their effective ness is n eutralized . If o ne of the
mos t significa nt (actors influencing le ar ning is the opportuni ty
to le arn, the n the lack of o pportunity to deal with particular
content fields vitiates thechild'sopport unityto learnwhat those
fields have to provide (p.123).
Ar ts and Cognition
Eisne r (1985) argues that the arts a re cognitive activities.guided by
humanintelligence that make unique formsof meaningpossible. He suggests
tha t there presently exists within schools a viewof the arts that will entail
"disasterous consequences" for education. H e speaks of a perception ol the
ar ts as a-rational, as "emotive forms which provide satisfaction but not
understand ing", Eisner contends that it is this part icular view that has led
inevitably to the present "dubiousstatushierarchy" of subjects whichhas been
created in school systems.
Cognition has been defined as "knowledge; to know; 1) the processof
knowing or perceiving" (Webster's New U niversal Unabridged Dictionary).
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Thus cognition is a "way of knowing",a matter of perception in which the
functions of the senses are crucial. Blsner vgues that no concepts can be
formed without the input of the senses, that conce pts are not linguistic but
sensory. He explains:
It is easy 10 see ho w such concepts as dog o r chair, red or blue .
depend upon se nsory information. But what about such
abstract conceptsas justice..• infinity? Jwou ldargue thatthese
concepts arenothingmorethan meaningless noisesor markson
paper unless their referentscan be imagined. Unlesswe have
a conception of ju stice. the word is empty••• nothing more than
a fewdecibels of soundmoving throughspace (p.203).
Eisner insists that inorder forus to makemeaning wemust firstform images
• whether these are visual, auditory, or related to someother sensory form,
wordsare meaninglesswithoutthem. Furthermore, conceptsformedthrough
sensory information can then be recalled and manipulated through
imagination. Th is aspect of the cognitive process, writes Eisner, is private.
The imagination, however, providesthe springboardfor expression. that is,
the ' form of representation" which externalizes thought in order to make
knownto self and others what has been conceptualized.
Arnheim (1982) explores a concept which he refers to as ''visual
thinking". He argues that all problem-solving takes place in perceptual
imagery, or in o ther words,visual imagery. Arnheim points out that facts arc
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meaningless as long as they are observed in isolation but thai "productive"
thinkinginvolves understanding structureor "rela tions". Truly perceiving, in
Arnheim's view, means grasping relations, how things rela te \0 one another,
in what ways they belong together, and in what manner they are unique and
separate. He further argues that such questions arc the essence for
understandingin anyfield of knowledge. and for any kindof problem-solving.
He insists that the arts are the "trainingground par excellence" for imagery,
for the learning of visual relations.
Traditionally, the notionof "basic education" hasdenoted a systemthat
focuses highattention on the basic skillsof the thr ee Rs - re ading, writing and
mathematics, and upon the measured performance of the student in these
areas. Howeve r, there are those who would seriously argue that basic
education entails much more than what is suggested bythis definition. Adler
(1982) writes in The Paideia Proposal:
[There] are three basicareas of subject matter indispensible to
basic schooling • language. literature, and the fine arts;
mathematics and the natural sciences; history, geography,and
social studies. Why these three? They comprise the most
fundamental branches of learning. No one can claim to be
educated who is not reasonably well acqua inted with all three .
Adler cites three educational objectives as essential in the process of
basic schooling: personal growth, citizenship, and earning a living. Adler
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insists that all of these apply toall students without exception. Furthermore.
he insists that to fa il to provide for these in school curriculum is a violation
of basic democratic principles. Referring to such failure as "abomi nable
discrimination" (p .12) and cri ticizing anysystem which would offer different
goalsfor different groups of children, Adler calls for educationthat is both
"liberal and genera l" (p.19).
Broudy (as cited in Smith and Simpson, eds. 1991) refers 10 what he
describesas the"cavalier atti tude"of someeducational philosopherswhoview
arts experiences as a "desirable nonessential" ofcurriculum. Broudy provides
justification forarts in school curriculumby exploring the question of howwe
may considerthe a rts tobe basicto the curriculum. Broudysuggests that arts
education is basicin a foundational sensein thatit influences perceptionand
understanding of life with its various roles and rituals, with its infinite
possibilities;that t he arts, fundamental in the cultivation of the imagination.
are an important aspect of learning.
Elliot (ascited in Smithand Simpson, eds. 1991) discussesthe notion
of imaginationand creativityasimportantcomponents oflearning. H e speaks
of twoconceptsof creativitywhich he refers toasthe traditional nnd the new.
He points out that while normal science is no t regarded as creative.
revolutionaryscientistssuch asNewton, Darwin,and Einstein areregarded as
"
cre ative to an exceptionally high de gree. Th ese scientists. through great
Ins ight and escepttonel creativity rest ructured the wo r ld. Elliot argues that
the traditional concept of creativity has be en 10 th ink of "creation", in
connection withthe work. fo r example, of actors, art is ts. film producers, and
fashiondesignerswho produceobjects foradmiration rather than forpractical
use. Traditionally. asserts Elliol, the percep tionof creativity rests with the
co ncept of "artist" rather than schola r or scientist,
A new concept ofcreat ivity, in Elliot's view,has come int o prominence
in the first two decades afte r World War II. Th is was a lime when spa ce and
nuclear rese erehprovided countless theoretical andtec hnical problems which
de manded creative andimaginative solutions. Eliot citestwo main versions
o f the new concep t which are close ly relate d : if a p roblem is defined as a
situation in which no adequate response is availab le in te rms of existing
kn owledge. thencr e ativity is the means bywh ichthe pr oblem is10be solved;
cre ativityis identified with producing novel id eas and th e solu tionswhich grow
O U I of the m. This concept of creat ivity,suggests Ellio t, embod ies the notion
that all cre ativity is creative thinking (pp. 61-66).
In expounding a th eory of multiple Intellige nces, G ardner (1983),
argues that the ar ts are a unique "way of kn owing". In his book, Fra mes of
Mind, Gardner provi des an argument for th e edste nce of what he refers to
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as "multiple human intelligences", He proposes that the re exists a number of
autonomous intellectual competencies which include namely: linguistic
inte lligence, musical intelligence, logical-mathematical intelligence , spacial
inte lligence. bodily-kinesthetic intelligence, and two other forms which fall
into the category of what he calls personal intelligence (p. 126). Ga rdner
portrays the arts as a matter of mind, as mental activities involving the use of
symbol sytems. He suggests that artistic perception and produc tion aTC central
to human cognition.
The Arts and Culture
According10Langer (1958)everyculture develops art as surely as it
develops language.Imagination. in herview, is"the commonsource ofdream,
reason. religion. and all true observation", Langer contends that art presents
"intangible forms" to the imagination.
She posits that learning in the arts is a unique order or experience
which providessymbol systemsthat are as crucial to the child's development
as those of the verbal or the mathematical; that students learn. through the
study of musicand art, to understand. use and create new symbol systems.
Langer describes the arts as expressive of not actual, but virtual space, time,
movement and life; as symbolic expression of feeliug; as education of the
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emo tions and pereepuo rs, Langer argues that the am are a unique "way of
knowing"about the world. She claims that such knowledge is essent ial to the
quality of individuals produced by society.
Rose (1990) writes that culture is the expression of human
consciousness. and that no culture isknown to have existed without the arts
in some form. She points out that:
Culture is shaped and producedby people. (In effect], people
are both receivers and makers of culture. ... The arts, as a lived
expression DC culture. keep us COnsCI OUS of our culture and who
we arc. They help us to locale ourselves within a common
culturalherbage •.• encourage us to celebrate our diversities ...
{they are ] a means of _ experiencing a common language and
a commonexpression.
Rose depicts the arts as providing opportunities Cor social and cultural
interaction. formation of cultural identity, and for the ongoing production of
culture. One of the goals of arts education, posits Rose, is to foster
pan icipation in "art and culture in-the-making".
Reimer (1989), in his explanation of the purposefor music education
in the school. refers to the fulfillment of -societal needs". He writes.... all of
us ... are social creatures who need to celebrate the ongoing rituals that help
to mold us into a societyand many of those rituals are unthinkable without
music", Reimer, on the other hand, makes the point that identification with
functions of a non-curricular nature may partly account for the existence of
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a negative view of music programs - that they are not essential in terms of
bas ic curriculum .
Reimer (1970) argues, however, that the arts encompass a basic way
of knowing about reality:
Why should every person be given the opportunity to
unde rstand the nature of mathematics? ,.. the nature of
language ?... of physics. of chemistry. of geography, of history?
Because all of these are basic ways for human beings to
understand the nature of the real. ... those concerned with the
arts in educat ion can ask the same question and give the same
answer . ..• the value of music education [may be cons idere d as]
at the same level as the value of all important education...
(p.9)
Another aspect of social growth is discussed by Harris (1986). She
refers to the development of the student's sense of social responsibility
through music education. While she speaks of choral and instrumental
performanceas"establishedvenuesfor socialand musical cooperation",Harris
discusses the then current revision of the total primarycurriculum pointing10
significant changesin. for example. the expandedroleofmovement, classroom
performancesof small groups, and the implementationof folk dance at all
levelsincludingKindergarten. Harris pointsout that "The.newer methods of
teaching [music] demand constant social interaction and the corresponding
development of socialresponsibility", Another contribution to social growth
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made by the music program, notes Harris, is the emphasis placed on folk
culture , "... their own rich heritage of folk song and tradi tional music".
The Arts in Education
Ken Robinson, a key speaker at The Artswork Conference. an
international conferenceon arts education held inToronto in February 1991,
as well as at the Conference on Balanced Curriculum and Student Retentio n
held in Gander in March 1993, provided a broad perspective of arts and
education in the western world. Robinson posits the existence of thre e major
preoccupations in the public debate about education in Britain over the past
decade.
Firstly, Robinson points to the economic recession which has create d
pressure to reduce spending in education as well as in othe r areas , and thus
a focus on what is considered to be the "essentials". Secondly, Robinson
discusses the persistent pressure for schools to concentrate on what is
pe rceived as "basic" skills in education . in mathematics and in literacy.
Thirdly, he contends that a persistent public emphasis on science and
technology"militates against the effective implementation of a comp rehensive
arts program and is based on a restrictive viewof science, technology and the
arts- (p.3).
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Robinson points out that these three concerns led to the introduction
in 1988 of the Ed ucation Reform Act in England and Wales, and to the
formulation of the first National Curriculum for schools. The English
NationalCurriculum is based on 10subjects: 3 core suojects• English,math
and science; and 7 foundation subjects v geography, history, technology, a
modern foreign language, physical education, art and music. Robinson
describes the aims of the Natioi.~: Curriculum:
to promote the spiritua l, moral, cultural, me ntal and physical
developme nt of pupils;
to prepare pupils for the opportunities,responsibilities and
experiences of adult life.
Robinsonargues that the arts have key roles to play in realizingthese aims.
His argument, that the arts fulfill a range of complex and related roles in
educat ion, can be briefly summarized as having four main propositions .
Firstly, he notes that education systems now face unprecedented social and
economic challenges and urgently need new forms of curricula. Secondly, he
points out that the arts have a major role to play in meet ing these new
challenges. Thirdly, he posits that provision for the arts in education is
"profoundly inadequate". Lastly, Robinson contends that to limit the role of
arts in curriculum is counterproduc tive, both in terms of the am themselves
and in terms of the quality of education provided 10 students (pA).
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In Rob inson's view, some educators view the arts as less important and
hence more "dispensable" than other areas of school curriculum. While he
admits that some of the difficulties in arts education arise from lack of
resources, he argues that this is not the most significant issue. He contends
that in school systems where the role of arts is "properly understood"
resources can be found and provision for the arts in curriculum is given
genuine consideration . Robinson posi ts that the most significant problem
facing tbe am in schools is 't deologlai" • unquestioned assumptions about
education in general and the arts in particular".
Arts and Personal Development
The notionthat the arts playa positive role in guidingchildrentowards
self-knowledgeand personal growthis articulated by manywriters.
Dobbin recentlydiscussed the issueof personalgrowth ....a "matter of
curriculum" in Prism (Spring1994). She argues that education is a proces.s of
becoming, a processwhichshe describes as "personal" in that it affectsall of
the individual's relationships with self, with others and with the world.
Dobbin depicts the arts as an essential componentin the development of the
total human person. Shesuggeststhat schoolcurriculum must promote total
growth, total wellness, not just excellencein certain subjects.
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Ga mwell (1991), in a presenta tion to the Royal Commission on
Educatio n, pointed out that we need to work towards a syste m which gives
prior ity to forms of teac hing which deve lop self-confide nce and self-contro l.
O ne of the most significant problems facing our society today, in Gamwell's
view, is the ' failure" of students in the education system. He argues that once
labelled by the education systemas failures. thesestudents lack the ambition
and personal confidence that is necessaryfor futuresuccess in life. Gamwell
describes the notion that "maximising basiceducation"in science,mathematics
and language will au tomatically produce the kind of individu~ i who will
succeed and whowill "transformour future economy"as simply, a myth.
Unsworth (1990)cites a recent study in California which concluded
that lack of self-esteem is one of the major factors in school Ietlu es. She
depicts the am as poviding an arena for the development of "multiple
capacities". Unsworth posits that the arts provideopportunities for students
toexperience immediatesuccess,todeveloppersonalrelationshipsand to gain
confidence in self-expression.
Hanna (1992)makesa casefor theconnection between arts education
to achievement in other disciplines. She discussesthe enhancement of self-
esteem and the possibilitiesfor learning about the self through dance:
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Dance can ... enhance students' self esteem by fostering an
appreciation of the body ... by developing kinesthetic joy and
lifelong physical fitness, by building a sense of empowe rment
and integration of mind and body, and by giving studen ts
feelings of satisfaction as a result of genuine achievement
(p.52).
Lehman (1988) points out that there is no firm conclusion that good
arts programs are the cause of high quality in schools, or simplya result of
high qua lity. He does report, however. a positive correlatio n be tween a high
level of excellence in a school and the implementation of a dynamic arts
program and posits that "The breadt h and depth of the curricu lum in the art s
seems certainly to be one valid index of qua lity in a school system",
Lee (1985) identifies the most common just ifications recited by those
involved in designing and implementing curriculum for arts programs . It may
be inte resting to note that the points discussed by Lee are remini scent of the
ideas touched upon by the part icipan ts in the study with respect to the role
of arts . In part icular, the most notable points are listed below:
The arts can provide a mean s of helping the student to develo p
se lf-awareness and awareness of his or her environme nt ... [of]
inner feelin gs {and] outward perceptions .
The arts may enh ance lear ning. ... Skills learned in a rtistic
expre ssion relate to othe r basic skills (interp reting symbols,
coordin ating muscles, concen trating on a task).
Th e arts can provide added enrichmen t to the school progr am .
S3
The arts can help engender good fee lings toward education in
general and school in particula r.
The arts giveteachersalternativemeans,through a varietyof
teaching methods and human and non-human resources, to
introduce and reinforcelealning.
This list comprises five of the seven points discussed by Lee. It may be
worthwhile to mention the other two points in view of the fact that both are
mentioned by the intervieweesduring the course of OUf discussions: firstly,
that the arts providethe student witha meansof creativity; and secondlythat
the arts are a major discipline.
Summary
The themes which have been discussed in this chapter are
representative of someof the most current and prominentissueswhich relate
to the role of arts in education. There would appear to be considerable
agreement upon at least these points: firstly, tbe notion tha t the arts
encompass an d effectua te a range of comp lex and related roles; an d secondly,
the arts have a considerable contributio n to make in real izing what has been
defined as the primary goal of education - the fullest ao d best development
of the individual as a thinking and act ing human being and productive
member of society.
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The following chapter presents the data collected through personal
interviewswith nine participantswho represent a cross-sectionof educators
a t all leve ls of the school system in Newfoundland. The question of the role
of arts in educat ion is further explored through the perceptions of these
educators towards the arts in school curriculum.
CHAPTER THREE
METHODOLOGY AND PRESENTATION OF DATA
Of the two hundred and eleven recommendations made by the recent
Royal Commi ssion on Educa tion (1992), forty-four of which pertain directly
to curriculum, none make mention of the arts. Th e position of the
Commission concerning the role and futur e direction of the arts in our school
curriculum is unstated.
What then is the future of the arts in the school curriculum of our
Province? Are the art s relevant in education? Do these subjects have a
valuable contribution to make in the education of our students ? This study
explores the perceptions of a cross-section of educators towards the arts in
curriculum in an attemptto providesome possibleanswersto these important
questions.
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DESIGN OF THE STUDY
A Qualitative-Phenomenological Approach
The study examines the perceptions of educators with regard to the issue
of the role of arts subjectsin schoolcurriculum. An ethnographic designis
employed as the method of data collection. The research problem is
investigated through personal interviews with a diverse group of educators.
The cross-section of educatorsparticipating in the studyincludesa school
board program coordinator, vice-principaland primary teacher, rwohigh level
administrators at the Department of Education, an elementary teacher, a
former education consultant with the Department of Education, retired
teacher and administrator, high school principal. and high school vice-
principaland teacher.
The personal perspectives and experiences of this diversegroup of
educatorsis the majorsourceof data in Ihe study. A qualitative methodof
inquiry is employedto allow for in-depth study and analysisof individuals'
thoughtsand perceptions. Also, the natureof the problemto be examinedis
best served hy the type of phenomenological inquiry which is open 10
questionsand answersthat maybe unforseen.
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Sources of Data
The following questions form the basis of research into the perceptions
of educators towards the role of arts in school curr iculum:
1. What does the term "the arts" mean to you?
2. What is the role of arts in school curriculum?
3. How important, in your view, are the arts relative to other
aspects of school curriculum?
4. What is your definition of quality education? Are the arts an
essential component of quality education? Whyor whynot?
5. Ate the arts "baste"to school curriculum?
(i.e. are arts fundamental to cultivation of imagination?
what aboutthe notionofcreativityas a componentof learning?)
6. What sort of criteria should serve as a basis for deciding the
relative value of subjectsin school curriculum?
7. What are the implications, if any. of deletion or re duction of
arts programs in the total school curriculum?
8. Can the arts contribute to school culture? I( so, how?
In conducting the interviews, an open-ended technique was used. Each
or the participants responded to the complete list or questions during the
interview session. All sessions were completed in the approximate time or
one hour.
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Data Analysis
In examining the perceptions of educators towards the arts in school
curriculum, the researcher drew upon two major sources: the information
providedby Interview subjects; and pertinent educational reports.
Data collected in the interviews and through critical examination of
educational reports was analyzed using four categories. These categories
reflect major themes addressed in the literature and are representative of
issues mostpertinent to the problem:
A. Role of the arts in education
B. Definition of quality education
C. Cri terion for deciding relative value of arts subjects in
curriculum
D. Implications for arts in school curriculum
These categories were employed to critically examine and interpret the
collected data. The researcher, in reconstructingthe data through the process
of categorization. aimed to developgrounded theorywhichdirectlyaddresses
the question of the perceived role of arts in school curriculum.
Umitations
The researcher recognizescertain limitationswithrespectto Ibis study.
The study is limited in that it is confined to a particular group of nine
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educators in Newfoundla nd and Lab rador. Also, the participants comprise a
cross-sectionofeducators representing a limitednumber of categoriesout of
all possible categories that might be represented. Furthermore , this group
was selected based upon availability for interview and proximity to the
researcher.
TH E PARTICIPANTS
Since the purpose of thisstudy is to movetowards an understandingof
the percept io ns of educato rs towards the role of the a rts in school curriculum,
one of the prime objectives in terms of consideration of participa nts, was to
solic it the views of educators at different levels of the system. The term
"ed ucators" is used here in a general sense and is meant to include anyone
connected with any and all aspects of primary, elementary, and secondary
education in the Province. As a result, a cross-section of educators.
rep resentative ofvarious levelsof schoolingand areasof expertise, were asked
to participate in the study.
The educators who participatedinthe studywere selected based upon
relativepositionat variouslevels of the schoolsystem. They represent a body
of expertise ranging from the level of curriculumadministrator, program co-
ordinator, school board assistantsuperintendent. department of education
consultant, school principal, school vice-principal, arts teacher, as well as
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primary, elementary , junior and senior high classroom teac her. Wbile all of
the participants had previously taught or are presently teaching in an urba n
seni ng, most have taught in rura l settings across the province of
Newfoundland and Labrador. The personal perspectives and experiencesof
this diversegroup of educators comprise the major source of information in
the study.
The discreteviews of the participantswere not known to the researcher
before the study was initiated . Information was collected throu gh personal
interviews with each of the nine participants. Th ese intervi ews were
scheduled at OJ. time and place convenient for each interview subje ct, and were
approximately one hour in duration. AI the beginning of the interview
sessio n, all subjects were given an op portunity to brie ny peruse the eight
inte rview questions. Prior to the interview, participants were awar e that they
would discuss their perceptions of the role oC the arts in schoo l curricul um,
but no t anyof the part icipan ts had knowledge of the particular content of the
questions to be asked.
The interview subjects are educato rs who, collectively, hav e taught or
arc prese ntly teaching at all levels of schooling in the province of
Newfoundland. from the primary grades to senior high school. Th e following
table gives an overview of th e background s of the Inte rview subjects who
part icipated in the study:
Pa rlicipams Used in the Study
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Subject 1 Present position: School board program coord inator of music.
art, dra ma, and physical educa tion
Past experience: Music teacherall levels
Music major area
Subject 2 Prese nt position : Vice-principal/ Primary Teacher
Past experience: Primaryteacher - 15years
Subject 3 Present position: Administrator, Depanment of Educatio n
Past experience: Assistant Superintendent Classroom teacher
all levels Sciencemajor area
Subject 4 Present position: Administrator, Department of Education
Pastexperience: University Professor School principal
Subjec t 5 Present position: Elementary teacber • 30 years
Subject 6 Past experience: Curriculum consultant, Depa rtment of
Education (now retired after 25 years in that
position)
Subject 7 Past experience: Teacher. 30 years (retired) School principal
and classroomteacher
Subject 8 Present position: Vice-principal/High School Teacher
Past experience: Senior high teacher - 6 years
Science major area
Subject 9 Present position: School principal • 15 years
Past experience: High school teacher - 22 years
Mathematics major area
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Interview Questions
The following list comprises the eight open-ended questions asked
during the course of each interview. These questions form the basis of
research into the pe rceptions held by the interview subjects towards the role
of the ar ts in school curricu lum in this Province. All participan ts were also
given the opportunity to make comment , at the end of the interview, regarding
any othe r perceptions of the role of a rts which they considered impor tant but
did not have the opportun ity to add ress during the course of ques tio ning.
INTERVIEW OUESTIONS
1. What does the te rm "the arts" mean (0 you'?
2. What is the role of arts in school curr iculum?
3. How important. in your view, are the arts relat ive to other aspects of
school curriculum?
4. What is your definition of quality education? Are the arts an essential
compon ent of quality educa tion? Why or why not?
S. Are the arts in any respect "basic" to school curr iculum?
6. What sort of criteria should serve as a basis for deciding the relat ive
value of subjects in school curriculum?
7. What are the implications, if any. of deletion or reductio n of arts
programs in the total school curriculum?
8. Can the arts contribute to school culture? If S0 , how?
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INTE RVIEW RESPONSES
The nine partkipants in the study responded to the complete list of
questions as listed above, Only a few requests for clarification of a particular
interview question occurred during the course of the interviews. The
individual responses ranged from more lengthy and detailed to some times
very brief and pointed. The interview sessions were auctcrapcd and later
transcr ibed. Four categories, identified by the researcher as represen tat ive
of major themesaddressed in the literature and mostpertinent to the resea rch
problem. were employed in analyzing the data. These are:
A. Role of Arts in Education
B. Definition of Quality Education
C. Criterion (or Deciding Value of School Subjects
D. Implications for Arts in School Curriculum
In the remainder of this chapter. the responses of the participants are
organized and presented with respect to these categories.
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Respon ses Category A: Role of Arts in Education
lnterviewsubject I (hereafter indicated as 51), a school board program
coordinator, identified the role of the arts in curriculum as relat ing to the
creative components of life; that part of the curriculum •... which foste rs
creativity and the creative skills and abilit ies that are inherent in us a ll. to
varying degrees ..."; 51 felt tha t the arts foster a means of expression which
allows and en ables childre n to express thoughts and feelings on a diffe rent
level than they would verbally. She also responded that the role of the arts
is ~ ... basic to curriculum in that the arts enhance total developm ent of the
child - intellectually and emotionally, as well as enhancing expression in the
basic skills of reading, writing and speaking". 51 also talked about the
development of sensitivityto oneselfand theworld, and a sense of commun ity
as part of the role played by the arts in schoo l curriculum.
Interview subject 2 (hereafter indicated as 52) a vice-principal and
primary teacher , ident ified the arts as •...the more creative aspects of
curriculum which develop creative abilit ies and cultivate imagination." 52
mentioned the arts as relating Il ) the development of positive att itudes; the
role played by the arts in building personal confidence and self-esteem; and
the opportuniti es afforded by the arts for teachingand learning reading and
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speaking skills. especially at the primary and elemental)' levels. This
participant e xpressed II belief that t he arts pl ay an essentia l role in the
educationof a "well-rounded" person. A primary teacher. thisparticipant also
spoke olthe wide use and importance of the a r ts . especiallyar t and dra ma
in teac hing concepts in the primary grades.
Intervie w subje ct 3 (he reafte r indi cated as 53) a n adminis trator a t the
Department of Educa tion, des cribed th e role of arts as "... valua ble and vital
in ac hieving obj ectives such as identified and p rized by the economic sector"
i.e. communicationskills,problemsolvingand the ability towork with others,
Thisparticipant espoused the notion that the ar tsnurture thedevelopment of
positive attitudes and values lind the growth of the "hu man- pe rson, 53 also
descr ibed the role of the arts in school curricu lum as providing access to a
unique and Importan t body of knowledge with which the stu dent sh ould
beco me fami liar,
Intervie wsubject 4 (hereafter indicated as S3), expresse d the notion
that ".., one can not de fine school curriculum in termsof either arts or scie nces
• the sumof the two a re what makes a good curriculum", S4spoke of the role
of a rts as ",.. in keeping with the essen ce of educa tion" which, he defin e d as
moving young people from dep endency to inde pendency, in thought, in a ction
and towards full responsibility for the ir own lives, Thi s interviewee, a high
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level ad ministrator at the Depa rtment of Education, further poin ted out that
this would en tail the de velopment of the fullran ge of st udents' Rhilities a nd
talents . 54 described the role of ar ts as an essential component of the
cultu rating ex perience ~ .... you cannot think of the exclusion of something
that is so esse ntial to their cultu ration".
Interviewsubject 5 (hereafter indicated as 55) an elementary teacher.
perceived the role of the arts as nne of opportunity fo r self-expression a nd
social interaction;a tool for teachingor enriching otheraspectsof curriculum;
and .....a definiteoutlet forsome stude n ts i.e.artisticand creative abilities are
given a forum in which to flou rish ... even the bright kids enjoy [he free dom
of t h e arts." SS noted ano ther fea tu re of the arts is that a sense of
accomplishment,satisfac tion an d even peacefulne ss can result while child ren
are e ngaged in these activities. This te acher explaine d, "I've even see n kids
with be havior a l problems who would be veryquie t and peacefu l while they
are d o ing the ir art," 55 express ed the view tha t the role played by the arts in
promoting positive feelings and attitudes is pa rticularly important:
...1te nd to wan t the kids to hav e some input into what goes on
inthe classroo m '" so, I' ve asked them questions like'What are
some things th at we do that you really like and want to keep
doing?' ,.. and one of the threads that I see througho ut is that
they want to do more a rt.
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Inte rview subj ect 6 (hereafter indicated as56) an educ at ion consultant
withthe Department ofEducation for twenty-five years,described the role of
the arts as providing ~... all the experiences that the school can offer to the
child (or total integral growth.'
The curricu lum is founded upon our de finition of education an d
any philosophyofeducationwillnever saytha t educationis just
for the intellect - tha t's an erro neous stateme nt; education is for
the to tal human person .•• the intellect is not all the re is to a
person ... just as important is the development of alertness.
empathy,observation, understanding. a sense ofworth, of self-
esteem ... these are gained from tbe arts.
56 dismisse d the notion that the arts exist only for those students who are
"ta lented" in that a rea, explaining that the arts are for all students: ..... we all
have talen ts in various degrees ...we are no t malting a drama tist or an artis t
Dr a poet ... we're expecting 10 give ... sensi tivityto art ...... This part icipant
emphasi ze d the value of the role played by the arts in prom oting a sense o r
realizatio n of the beauty in art, drama, o r music; and in polishing other
subjects in the ' irriculum.
Intervi ew subject 7 (hereafter indica ted as 57) a re tired teac her and
former ad ministrator, talked about the ro le of arts in developing the entire
person; in promo ting sensitivity and crea tivi ty; and in providing opt ions for
effective use DC leisure time. 57 expressed the notion that the arts a re
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important in balancingthe curriculum, i.e.ensuringthat thecurriculum should
not become saturated by the sciences.
Inte rview subject 8 (hereafte r indicated as S8) a high school vice-
principal, expressed the viewthat the artsa re ·",necessaryfor a well-rounded
education and provide an avenue for studen ts which keeps them interested
and motivated." She posited that arts arc a valuable component of
curriculum. especia lly important to stude nts who have natural ability and
talent in the arts. S8 pointed out that the arts are very important to some
stude nts just as, fo r example, math is particularly im po rtant to students' whose
natural abilities a nd interests lie in that area of curriculum.
In terview subject 9 (hereafte r indica ted as 59) refer red 10 the arts as
"the enric hed curricul um" and related the im portanc e of positive self-concept
and its pr o motion through school arts programs. 59 , a high school principal
as well as a mathematics and physics teac her, per ceived the role of arts us
essential for, wha t he described as, an all- round education. This pa rticipant
depicted the role of arts as one of enrichment and motivat ion for all students
and note d "Dram a is as use ful in physicsas it is in En glish." Further more. 59
contende d that th e arts "••. tie all interest groups together, all ability groups,
all teache rs, all co mmunity ... [the arts are ) the cement of education".
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Responses Category B: Definition of Quality Education
Aschool board programcoordinator (51) definedqualityeducationas
education which devel ops the total person as well as providing quality
instruction: as educationwhichallows allchildren todeveloptheir potentials;
"... an education in which the physical, the emotional , social, artistic. and the
aestheticare all equally important. 51 usedthe term "balanced" to describe
the school curriculum which. in her view, would best respond to these
concerns and to her perception of quality education: 'This balanced
curriculum is whatI feel is reallyimportant to a quality education."
This educator emphasized that quality education is "•..not a narrow
group of subjects focused on math, science and technology .., memorizing
knowledge is not a qualityeducation." Sl also defined qualityeducationin
terms of the opportunity for the development of artistic potentials and
abilitieswhich "can enhance our lives and our learning in all areas",
One primary teacher (S2) responded that "... self-concept ... is the
backbone" of qualityeducation,and a qualitycurriculum affords all children
the opportunityto be involved andto participate in diverse programofferings
which include both arts -md sciences. 52 also spoke of the total school
atmosphere, with particular mention of attitudes of children towards
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themselves and each ot her; the teacher's relationsh ips with children; and the
teacher's knowledge and expertise in delivering programs within the
curriculumas Important components of qualityeducation.
An administra tor at the Department of Education (53) identified
quality education as preparing a student for the future, ensuring that the
student is providedwith the skillsrequired in becominga productive member
of society. A quality education"... equips the student with the ability to
communicate ... enables the student10appreciate the culture ..•and helps the
stude nt become a well-rounded individual."
A high level administrator at the Depa rtment of Education (54)
articulated the notion that:
Quality education restswith providing an essential programto
the development of a literate individual, one who can be a
contributing member of society,in relation to the abilitiesand
talents given.
This interviewee describedthearts as .... absolutelyessential to the fuJI range
of education." He explained:
When we think of individuals, there's some thingabout human
beings that means we have to be sensitive and caring, as
opposed to simply mechanical workers in a philosophy of
productivity ... A society can be measured by the extent to
which it cares for its youngand you can't measure that caring
without thinkingof the fun range of education,particularlythe
arts.
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One grade fou r teache r (SS) expressed thebelief that qualityeducation
must invo lve the tot al child, • ... must affe ct the in tellect as well as the
emo tions ... every aspect of the child ,lincludin gJ the physical .w
An education consultantwith the Depart mentof Educationfor twenty-
five years (56) answered thaI 'Firstly, we must ask 'what do I expe ct of
education?' and this will set us on the track of quality," She confidently
rel ated what would direct ly follow as a result of this first premise: "It is the
inner growth, form ation of the whole person- and I can't s lice it off in any
way,ftThi s participant also added th at .... edu cation is more than the int ellect.
A person is more than intellect", and that it is inconsideration of these points
that we must formulatea definitionandsound philosop hyof qualityeducation
and quality curricu lum.
A retired te acher (57) posited the following as comprising a quality
education: •...education that would developtheentire person ...his feelings.
self-esteem, sense of self, sensitivity; and also prepare the person for life."
Th is participant felt that the arts, perhaps more significantly thansome other
aspects of curriculum,contributed to this kind of pers onal growth.
One highschool vice-principal (58) summarizedthe notion of quality
education as synonymous withthe ideaofa wetl-mundedpers on. In her view,
qualityeducation provides accessto and par ticipation ina broadand diverse
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cur riculum, thereby contributing to the ultimate goal, name ly, (he well-
ro unde d student. 58 sketche d the qua lification s which a well-rounde d stud ent
migh t possess•..•abackgrou nd in mat hematics. language , and the chemistries.
the technologies .,. e xposure and invo lvement in physica l educa tion, in t heatre
arts, publicspeaking, choral performance:
A high schoo l principal and mathema tics teacher (59 ), relate d that
qual ity education a llows an individual to become a well-rounded and
su ccessful m ember of society; allowsthat individ ual to feel confid ent and able
to communi cate effectively with o thers and to suc cessfully compete for
em ployment.
Responses Category C: Criterion for Deciding Value of School Subjects
A sc hool bo ard pr ogram coordinator (51) suggested that school
cu rriculum for each particul ar subjec t area ne eds to b e re-exemintned; that
the question must b e asked "What do we wan t our chil dren to leave school
wit h as a basi c educa tion?"; that educators need 10 fully explo re the not ion of
"bal ance" in the curricu lum; that "... the affect ive doma in, the intellectua l, end
th e integra t ion wh ich will affect both..." mu st be taken into accou nt in
deci ding the conte n t of sc hool curriculum. She also discussed the idea of
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reducing what she referred to as "knowledge repetition" in certa in areas of
curriculum. She explained:
Sometimesit seems that children are introducedto concepts ...
and they are introduced againthe next year and again the next
year ... it ends up being knowledge repetition and the
understanding doesn't seem to evolve {rom that revisiting the
way I expect it was intended. So, somethingis not working as
well as it should be or wasintended to. We need to re-examine
what we are doing in the areas where children are not
experiencing success and determine what we can do 10
improve ...
A primary teacher (52) posed the notion that the whole question of
deciding the relative value of school subjects perhaps need not be a
cons ideration. ln her estimatio n, par ticularly at the primary and elementa ry
levels, school subjects might be more effectively taug ht and perhaps mo re
pos itively received by students, if curriculum was implemente d using an all-
Inclusive" approa ch i.e., eliminate isolat ion of subject areas . This primary
teacher explained that this would enta il integration of subject a reas and
related the success of this method in the primary classroom :
We no longer break the language arts into subject areas like we
did yea rs ago. Now it is a networking kind of app roach ... whic h
brings it all together . I thin k that art and drama ...should be al l
part of tha t. ...It's much easie r to integrate everything.
7'
An administrator at the Departmen t of Educat ion (53) suggested that
manysubj ects in school curricu lum currently compete for basic sta tus and that
"basic"education todayhasa different connotationthan in the past. He also
re plied that the opinion of the public may have cons iderab le influe nce, as we ll
as other stakeholders- "... the business community, agencies within education,
and parent s, all help to project what is important: 53, speaking from the
viewpoint of his administrative position at the Department of Education
which, as he pointedout, must consider all these stakeholders.stressedthat
this is mere ly a project ion. "... we're not sure, at best we can o nly guess."
A high level administrator at the Department of Education (54)
perceived the main criterion to be graduation outcomes- considera tionof the
specifics that would be desirable for the student at graduat ion from high
school. H What should a child he expected to know, realistically, at the end
of primary? at the end of junior high? ... outcomes can be developed by
levels."
55, an elementary teacher, posed the notion that variety is needed in
all aspects of the curriculum. She posited that school curriculum should
include such areas as sex education, religion, driver training, health - all
treated uniquely and given due consideration. S5 suggested that our crite ria
in building cumc ulum should be the premise of more subjects instead of less,
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more exposure instead of less exposure. She insisted. "We need variety -
math, science and the arts, music and pbyslcal educatio n every day."
This participant. acknowledging that a lack of sufficient time in the
school day might be seen as a drawback to the implementation of a varied
and comprehensivecurriculum, touchedbrieflyupon possible solutionsto this
problem. These included the possibility of integration of subject areas, and
extension of teaching time within the school day, or extension of the school
yea r.
A curriculumconsultant for twenty-fiveyears at the Department of
Education (56) answered that the prime criteria for deciding the value of
subjectsis "... the development of personsin all their capacities ... curriculum
must include all areas in or der to fulfil this first premise: Th is educat ion
consultant a lso pointed to "... a great responsibility on the part of the
Departme nt of Education and school boards to educate parents and teac hers ,
to promo te curriculum talks and dialogue on what a quality education is all
abo ut."
57, a retired teacher , replied that the crite rion that decides the value
of school subjects is alrea dy in place, namely, our curriculum guides and
pro grams of study which come from the Department of Educa tion . Th is
pa rt icipant felt that "The so-called 'experts' make the decisions", He also
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expressed a belief that parents also have much influence in placing value on
school curriculum. In his words,..It's possible that parents might decide there
should be no art or music .., so it is important that we have parents in schools
and pa rt icipating so tha t they learn the importan ce and value of all subjects
in curriculum."
A high school vice-pr incipa l (58) responded "You have to look at wha t
stude nts will need when they finish with the public education system ... you
must also serve the needs of all students.' 58 cautioned against what she
perceives to be an underlying message to students: .....arts are "extra", not
nee ded in orde r to graduate. " She furthe r explained that this situatio n exists
because of the way in which course requirements have been set up
(parlicularlyat the senior high level), often eliminating the option of arts for
those students who would otherwise choose to include these courses.
59. a high school principal, cited the Department of Education
graduation requirements as a "givencomponent"and explained
... as long as they're [the department) saying that health is
required .,. that adolescent relations are required. six
mathematics are required ,.. well. you can see the
complication•.. if [certain courses] are essential to graduation,
students willno longer take choral performance2103when they
can do language 3102...
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This interviewee recounted the way in which his particular school made
provision for many students to take arts courses "outside the regular
curriculum"by scheduling these courses at lunchhour, after schooland even
on the weekends. He suggested that because the arts aTC perceived as less
valuable in termsof graduation requirements, teachers must "develop criteria
that break the mold of every day academic life" to ensure that these courses
are a viable option for students.
Student population, facilities, and finances were also men tioned as
having an effect upon decisions abou t the value of subjects in school
curriculum. Lastly, 59 commented .... what societyvalues hasa considerable
effect, "
Responses Category D: Implicat ions for Arts in School Curriculum
Sl , a school boa rd program coordinator, summed up her view of the
result of deletion or reduction of arts programs as "".a sterile and
unfavourable environme nt in schools ... the arts are life . you lose the life of
your school," She explained:
I would challenge anyone to say that the arts are not a major
influence in what is happ ening in the at mosphere of a schoo l.
TIley (the arts) help celebrate. They help heal when thi ngs
have not gone well." or there is a parti cular trauma to deal
with. They boost the school spirit. They are the social life of
the school in thai they he lp the school become a community.
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51 suggested that if the school wer e to lose the ar ts, and consequently these
kinds of sharingexperiences, then it maybe just as well that students "stay at
home and plug into a computer ". Lastly, SI pointed out that perhaps one of
the most dire implications for the loss of arts in curriculum would be that
certain areas of per sonal developm ent might become ignored. In the view of
th is educator, "... the physical, em otional, social, artistic, and aes thetic ...
which receive attention throughthe arts, are all equallyimportant".
If our educational system star ts to ." focus on a rather narrow
group of subjects. then our children willlose [the opportunity
to develop] certain skills and certain intelligenceswhichcan be
developed through [the arts] .
A vice-prin cipal and primary teacher (52) suggested that eve n if a rts
programs were de leted on paper, the arts themselves would still take place in
schools. "Can you imagine if someone told me not to do art o r drama
anymore? It may not be in my program guide or my program of studies but
I'd still do it." This educator exp ressed the view tha t the arts permeate all
aspects of curriculum and that she could not envision an effective curricu lum
without them. Ot her implicatio ns mentione d include a loss of music a nd
drama teachers from schools; and possible adverse effects upon school culture .
An adminis trator a t the Department of Education (53) respo nded .....
a major implication would be a very narrow and restrictive education fo r
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students" This participant also alluded to the obvious implications for
teachers who teach these courses. Funb ermc re, 53 spoke of possible conflict
with regard to the future of the arts and the ir perceived value in curriculu m.
He expla ined:
... Whether or not the arts will withstand the period we're in
now will, to a considerable degree depend on how the
contribution [of the arts] is portrayed by those who know. I
should point out that the general populationand those who are
non-arts educators really would not appreciate the role that the
arts can play ... I don't think there is anyquestion ... there are
areas that we need to look at ... one is focusing upon the
economicvalue of the arts.
While S3 depicted the arts as basic to education, he stressed that there must
be a clear delineation o( outcomes for arts education and that the role of the
arts as part or the school agenda must be clearly identified. This
administrator insisted that communicating this kind or information to
educatorsand the publicin generalisvital to the survivalor the arts in school
curriculum.
.•• for instance. that they have a role to playin problemsolving,
in improvingcommunication skills ._ there has got to be these
linkages ..• to get the support or the general population - vital
in order to ... maintain [arts] as a core area of the curriculum.
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84, a high level administrator at the Department of Education.
answered that we must reshape not only the organization of curriculum but
also reshape the philosophy of those whowillperformthat task:
Far more atte ntion than in the past must be placed upon
science, math and technology, and far more attention than in
the past must be placed on music and literat ure because we've
been underperforrning - a fact upon which we must build 10
improve.
A second point mentioned by 84 further addressed the issue of deletion or
reduction of arts programs:
What really distinguishes huma ns from others is the sense of
feeling... of understanding ... of compassion, sense of caring.
These attributes flow from great literature, from great music,
they flow from the so-called definition of the arts . I don't think
you can develop sensitive, thinking, aler t, creative, thinking
young people without arts.
One elementary teacher (55) replied that the prospect of school
without the arts is a rather unsettling one. In her view, school without the
art s would become a very different place . "not at all the place that students
would be happy to go 10 each morning". In her words,
... to be honest, I feel... alarmed at the thought of taking away
the arts.... If students didn't have (the arts) and the extra-
curricular activities that come as a result of those classes ... it
would definite ly be a big loss in our system. ...I can't envision
that [the arts] could be gone.
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This educator replied that in the event that the arts are deleted or reduced
in the curriculum students would be denied knowledge of and an appreciation
for music and the arts; thai school spirit and school culture would be
negatively effected. She noted that ".•. [the arts promote} the kinds of
experiences that children carry with them throughout their school years and
throughout their lives ... somethingveryvaluable."
A curriculum consultant for twenty-fiveyearswith the Department of
Education (56) ar ticulated the belief that without the arts, the school
curriculum would represent "just a skeleton" of education, that as a result "...
there would be no such thing as having a truly educa ted person". She
emphasized that the curriculum must embrace the academic, the moral, the
spiritual, the social, the affective, and the physical aspects of educat ion.
Without the arts, she described the school curriculum as a 'disaster". In her
view, "true" curriculum must alwaysconsider the development of the total
person.
.•. true curriculum has to have the total person in mind. The
school is life ••. the arts help its richness and sensitivity ... what
you are trying 10 present is all that comes up in life that the
person can cope with, enjoy ... the school could not function
without it.
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A retired teacher (57) suggested thai if arts subjects were not an
integral part of a child's schooling, part of that child's education would be
incomplete, the child would lack the opportunity to develop the skills and
knowledge necessary for a well-rounded education. This participant spoke of
the arts as important in educating feeling and sensitivity: "... an education that
neglects to educa te feeling and sensitivity is one that has failed to help the
student reach his or her full potential,"
58, a high school admini strator, envisioned a school without the arts as
a place where the entire school atmosphere would be adversely affected.
Speaking from the perspective of a senior high teacher, she felt that us a
result of losing arts, the schools would lose students: "l know that
involvement in arts courses has kept a lot of students in school, has kept
students interested and motivated, and happier with themselves." This
participant also felt that resource-based learning would be negat ivelyaffected:
"... without the arts, resource -based learning would be nothing: 59, a high
school principal , pointed to the student 's loss of ownership of school as a
direct conseq uence of loss or reduction of arts programs. He explained:
... a sense of loss of ownership of school ... a sense that
something special is going on there • music and drama (for
example) give a sense of cohesiveness to students, a sense of
sharing and pride ... the experiences that they've shared with
the ir peers have been the ribbon that 's gone through everything.
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S9 contende d that the arts ware essential to a fibre of the pop ulation of any
school, big o r small, perh aps 304 09"0- an d that "_ taking away th e arts would
be the same as taking away mathor physical education - taking awaythe vcry
thing that gives any particu lar student that special edge",
This interviewee also per ceived a st rong link between arts subjects,
particularly music and drama, and the development of a positive and
invigorating school culture. In his view, school culture encompasses the
relationsh ips between student s, teachers and community, He expressed the
idea that without the arts, school would be '"8 very different place" in te rms
of th e k.inds of relationships an d social interactions fostered through the arts.
Summary
Only one of the educators (51) of those whopan icipated in the study
had been directly involved in teaching arts currieulum as a specialistin that
area. Interesting ly, all participants, irrespective of expertiseor administrative
status, expressed definitive opinions regarding the role and value of arts
subjects in school curriculum. It would appea r that, in all cases, pan icipants
perceived the arts as a positive and basic component of the present school
curriculum.
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In this chapter the reader has been presen ted with the information
given by the inte rview subjects. In the following chapter . an analysis of the
interview dat a is provided.
CHAPTER FOUR
DATA ANALYSIS
This chapter presents an analysis of the informationprovided by the
interviewsubjects. Firstly, the researcher moves towards a broader view of
the perceptions of the interview group as a whole. Secondly, the chapter
attempts to indicate connections, i.e.•possible consistenciesor inconsistencies,
with respect to educational reports and to literature dealing with arts in
educa tion.
The data is organized and reconstructed through categorization, once
again employing the categories which had been previously established:
Category A: Role of Arts in Education
Category B: Definition of Quality Education
Category C: Criterion for Deciding the Value of School Subjects
CategoryD: Implicationsfor Arts in Curriculum
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Defining Arts
The starting point of this inquiry into perceptions regarding the role of
the arts in school curriculumwas the question"What does the term 'the arts'
mean to you?". The arts in schoolcurriculum, as perceivedby the nine
interviewees,were most generallydefined as music,drama, art and literature.
Most commonly associated with the arts in curriculum was the school music
program, or the classroomvisual art period. Other respondentsdescribed the
arts as "those areas which are motivated by creativity" (51); that part of
curriculum which promotes the development of sensitivity(56); and as the
"performing arts" such as singing, instrumental bands, drama, the fine arts,
dancing (58).
One highschoolprincipalgavea ratherstrikingreply, definingthe arts
as .... all the areas outsideof the academicareas such as math and science,
physics, the things we take for granted as being the real curriculum" (S9).
This particular definition is remarkable not only in that it points to a
polarizationof the arts and the sciences, butalsodepictsthe arts as not a part
of the "real", i.e., the establishedcore curriculum.
Certainly,thiseducator'scommentsreflectthe theorypositedbyEisner
(1992)whichpoints to "a dubiousstatus hierarchy" amongsubjectstaught in
.,
schools. Eisner speaks about the juxtaposition of what is considered
intelligence as opposed to talent which places the arts and the sciences at
opposite ends of the educational sprectrum. Furt her more, the perception that
these subjects are in competition results from what Eisner calls a basic
misunderstandingabout the arts in generaland. in particular. the contribution
of the arts to learning.
This kind of misperception may indeed be central to the issue of
balance in curriculum. A balanced curriculum would suggest harmony
between these and othe r school subjects, would promote a system in which
these subjec ts would complement and support each other . It is interesting to
note that the notion of integration of arts throughout the curriculum was
discussed by several of the interviewees. In the words of one high school
principal (5 9), "Drama is as useful in physics as it is in English".
Severa l educa tors expressed the idea that they could nOI envision a
successful schoo l curriculum without the activities and opportunities afforded
by the arts. In particular, one elementary teacher (55) recounted how her
stude nts successfullylearned math concepts through musical activities. A vice-
principal an d primary teacher (52), told about the drama and art activities
through which she teaches many concepts in her primary classes. This
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educa tor firmly believed that even if arts programs were to be deleted on
paper, the a rts themselves would still take place in schools.
Category A: Role of the Arts in School Curriculum
The Question "wh at is the role of tbe arts in school curriculum?"
elicited much discussion. The interviewees related the role of arts to:
building positive a ttitudes. building self-esteem and self-confiden ce, and to
development of sensitivities; self-expression, enhancement of communication
skills. basic skill developme nt, acquiring knowledge, resource-bas ed lear ning,
and integration of school subjects; creativity and imagination, student
motivation and inte rest, use of leisure time; appreciation of culture, social
development. sense of community, school atmosphere, total school
environmen t; provision of a well-rounded education; the notion of balanced
curricul um; and development of the total person.
The preceding list is a basic summary of all roles ment ioned by the
par ticipants as related to the arts in education. While some items were
mentioned only in passing, others appeared in discussions with more than one
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of the part icipant s. For the purpose of ana lysis, the researcher catego rized
the list by identifying: 1) topics which occurred most frequently, 2) topics
which were iterated by more than one of the participant s, or 3) topics which
were addressed in significant detail by several members of the interview
group. The following seven themes resulted . Tne se themes encompa ss all of
the responses sta ted in the original list and are employed in analysing the
information provided in
Category A: Role of Arts in Educat ion
1. Developing the Well-Educated Ind ividual
n. FosteringCreativity
II I. Developing the Human Person
IV. Enriching Total School Curriculum
V. ' Promoting Social Growth
VI. The Notion of Curriculum Balance
VII. Developing Skills
Theme 1
Developing the Well-Educated Individual
Among all of the participants, one of the most commonly articulated
perceptions of the role of school arts subjectswas the idea that the arts are
an essential component in school curriculum. Without exception, all
intervieweesexpressedthe opinion that the arts are a necessaryingredient in
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the total 10la1 education of the individual. Furthermore. one education
consultant (56) suggested that in the absence of arts, neither a 'well-rounded
education" nor a "well-rounded person"could result.
The notion of well-roundedness was recited by the majority of the
educators who participated in the study. One of the interviewees provided
some clarification as (0 what is meant by "well-rounded" in terms of one's
educat ion. 54, a high level administrator at the Department of Education,
pointed out that the "essence" of education is to enable the young person to
movetowardsfullresponsibility for his(I f her ownlife, towardsthe full range
of abilities, talents and intelligences of which he or she is capable. This
characterizes the well-rounded person, the well-educated student. It is a
depiction , lo fty in its ideals. that certainly would not be unfamiliar to most
educators . One may find this educational philosophy in the writings of
Greene. Eisner, Gardne r, Arnheim and others.
Several participants in the study identified the arts as a unique and
valuable body of knowledge with which the student should become familiar
(51, 53. S5) and suggested that the role played by the arts in this respect is
important to the education of students. 51, a music specialist, pointed out
that knowledge of the arts is important, not only in terms of practical skills
and understandings but also in terms of the close co nnection of the arts with
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our diverse cultural history as a human society. She pointed out that the art!'>
playa role in "developing different abilities{and]potentials ... helpingus to
become more sensitive 10the world as a whole and as we know it". As Rose
(1990) has pointed out, the arts are a livedexpression of culture. and provide
diverse opportunities for social and cultural interaction.
One high level administrator at the Department of Education (54)
articulated that the "essence- of education is movingyoung individuals from
dependency to independency and towards total responsibility for their lives.
If one accepts such a definition of edu cation then it would seem logical thai
the curriculum must serve this premise if we are to succeed in realizing these
goals. Certa in questions immediately come to mind. Firstly, is it possible to
achieve such objectives if the curriculum, our means of attaining education,
is not broad and diversified? Secondly, is not the development of the
individual person at the very core of the educational process that is, in
essence, preparing for future life? With respect to this matter we may reflect
upon Einstein's thoughts about education. ln his words, ~...knowledge is dead ;
the school, however, serves the living ... the aim must be the training of
independently acting and thinking individuals...".
The case (or the arts as preparation for life is expounded by Greene
(1988)who writes that self-direction, insightfulness,and the capability to make
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sense of the world are prime characteristics of the educated person. She
speaks of the attainment of personal autonomy through a broadening of
experience and a mult iplicity of perspectives. The notion of education as
preparation for life is a lso expressed by Kiester (1985). Interestingly, Kiester 's
view may be c:Iosely parallelled with that of Einstein in that she dismisses
knowledge as the focus of educ ation a nd emphasizes the stude nt's relationship
with the world.
Robinson (1991), who has pointed to the arts as fundamental in
spiritual, moral, cultural, mental and physical development. argues that the
arts provide essential learnings for the responsibilities and experiences of
adu lt life. Ad ler (1982), has also expressed the view that educ ation, a process
of preparing for life. must consider personalgrowth as a major objective.
Theme II
FosteringCreativity
Three of the interviewees asserted that the arts playa major role in
fostering creativity and imagination, providing access to a form of ~...
expressionwhichallowsand enableschildren to expressthoughts andfeelings
on a different level than they would verbally"(51). 55 spoke of the creative
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free dom of the arts and of the 'last oppo rtuni ties afforded by a rt. dram a, and
musicfor individual self-expression. A vice-principal and primaryteacher (52)
related that cultivation of the imagination and the development of creative
abilities arc visible outcomes of drama and art experiences at the primary
level. She provided a vivid depiction of her ownclassroom experience :
{The artsl .~ develop children's ability to becreative... and {their
ability] to project themselves and their feelings ... I've
particularly noticed that when they go to music, for example.
Also. when I act out a storywith children in the classroom, for
example, kindergarten children [who are) acting out "The
Enormous Turnip"or 'Three Billy Goats Gruff", theyget really
involved ... they use language much more readily ..• and lose
their inhibitions. Actually, I do it myself, too.
These comments point to Gamwell,who hasargued for the importance
of independent thinking and developed imagination as prerequisite skills for
employment in the future. He suggests that Newfoundland educators must
work towards a balanced curriculum, with equal emphasis on the arts and
sciences and with provision for oppcrtunlry for development of the
imagination. The perceptions of the interviewees are elso remlnescent of
Elliot (1991)who depicts creativityand imagination as essential components
of learning. Eisner (1992), who perhaps best encapsualizes the views
expressed by the intervieweeson this point, posits that one of the major roles
of the arts in school curriculumis celebrationof the imaginationand personal
9'
interpretation. He argues that the arts provide a panacea for the cultivation
of creativityand imagination.
Theme III
Developing the Human Person
The notion of development of the 'whole' individual or education of
the total Jurman person was expressed by several of the interviewees as
directly related to the role of arts. A school board coordinator (51)
responded that arts enhancetotal developmentof the child. intellectuallyand
emotionally, as well as enha ncing expression in the basic skills of reading,
writing and speaking", 56, an education consultant. described the arts as
providing all the experiences that the school can offer to the child for tota l
integral growth. Four of the nine interviewsubjectsspokeof the role of arts
in terms of their contribution to the total development of the individual.
Anothe r common theme in the responses to the question of the role
of the arts dealt with the development of positive feelings and altitudes.
Several of the respondents replied that the arts playa definite role in building
personal confidence and self-esteem, as well as fostering positive attitudes
towards others and towards school in general. An elementary teacher (55)
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referred to the "freedom of the arts" and to a sense of sa tisfaction and even
pea cefulne ss while childre n are engaged in these activities. A high school
principa l (59) spoke of the arts as "the enriched curriculum " und pointed to
the importance of positive self-concept and its promotion through the arts.
A primary teacher (52) be lieved self-concept 10 be the backbone of quality
education. Shestressedthe importance of positive attitudes and self-esteem
in the learning process. Fu rthermo re. 52 perce ived the arts as providi ng
experiences that foster the development of these kinds of intr insic qualities .
In examining these perceptions, we are encouraged to refe r to Dobbin
(1994) who provide s considerable argument for the relationship between the
arts in educ ation and the deve lopment of the individual as a human person .
Dobbin (1994) recently identified the issue of total integra l growth as a matter
to be addre ssed in school curriculum. As did many of the interv iewees,
Dobbin spoke of the curricu lum as enco mpassing the total growt h of the
student as a human person and the drawing out of the individua l's fullest
potential. As Dobbin has po inted out , educa tion is inher ently "personal" in
that it affects all of the individual's relationships with self, with others , and
with the world.
It may be interesting to note also that the Aims of Education for
Newfou ndland (1976) speak directly to the philosophy of total deve lopment
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of the human person. The objectives listed in this document point
unquestionably to the total human developmen t of the student, inte llectua lly,
physically,menially and spiritually.
The re is an abundance of literatu re which would support the notio n
that arts provide opportunities for the formation of positive attitud es towards
self and others. lee (1985) argues that the arts develop self-awareness,
awareness of the environment , of inner feelings and outward perceptions.
Gamwe ll (1991) points to the development orsel f-confldence and self-cont ro l.
Unsworth(1990),who has identified lack of self-esteem as one of the major
factors in schoolfailures, positsthat personal relationships and confidencein
self-expression are developed and nurtured through involvementin school arts
programs.
Theme IV
Enriching Total School Curriculum
Four of the nine interviewees perceived the role of arts subjects as
enriching the total school curriculum or as a valuable tool in the teaching of
ether subject areas. One administrator (56) characterized the arts as
"polishing" other subjects in the curriculum. A high school principal (59)
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depicted the arts as "the enriche d curriculum", a rguing that drama is as useful
in physics as it is in English. An element ary teacher (85) related how music
could be an effective method of teaching and learning certa in mat h conce pts
at the grade four level and described the arts as "a tool for teaching or
enriching other aspects of curricu lum".
One high -cnool teacher and administrator (58) noted that the arts
provide an avenue for students which keeps them intere sted in schoo l and
motivated to work. Furthermore. she pointed out that the arts and arts
programs actually keep some students from dropping out of school. This
educator gave actual examples of studentswhose involvement in drama clubs
or musical performances was the highlight of their school experience.
Involvement in such activities, explained this vice-principal, necessitated that
the y keep their academic s at a sa tisfactory level. Having experienced per sonal
success and a sense of self-satisfaction as a result of the ir particip ation, the
schoo l life of these students was happier , and they became further motivated
to do well. According to this teacher, the arts ... "definite ly, are keeping some
students in school".
A high school principal (59) also spoke of the need for programs such
as music and drama in providing areas of curriculum that fulfill the special
needs and intere sts of students . He suggested that reduc tion or deletion of
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arts in a schoo l would have as similar an effect upon some students as would
the delet ion of sports or advanced mathematics on some students. In the
estimation of this school principal. the arts are "essential to a fibre of every
schoo l poputauon ., it gives them tha t special edge' ;
That there is a positive correlation between quality educatio n and a
vibrant arts curriculum within a school system has been cited by Lehman
(1988). Also,Lee (1985), in recitingsome or the most common justifications
for inclusion of the arts in school curriculum , argues that the arts can provid e
e nrichment to the schoo l program; that arts give teachers alternative means,
through a variety of methods and resources, 10 introduce and reinforce
lea rning.
Unsworth (1990) has pointed out that the arts provide opportunities ':0
experie nce immediate success, to deve lop personal relatio nships an d to gain
confidence in self-expression. Unsworth posits that effective arts programs
provide a positive learning environment lhat mcnvates and challenges the
potential drop-oc t, as well as meets the various intelligences, tale nts and
learning styles of all students.
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Th eme V
Cultural and Social G rowth
Five of the respondents talked about the role of the arts in promo ting
a sense of sharing or a sense of communitywithin the school. In particular.
mention wasmade ofstudent performancesat school concertsanda..ssemblies
on various occasions during the schoo l year, and of performance groups which
performed outside the school as well as outside the province. This kind of
interaction and working 'together' was perceived by the responden ts as a
binding an d positive force within the school, foster ing positive relationships
between the students themselvesas wellas promoting a goodattitude towards
5C:1001 in gene ra l.
Alsotoucheduponwas theopportunityfor the surroundingcommunity
to become involved in. and to gain awaren ess of what is taking place in the
school • benefitin g both the school community as well as the larger
comm unity, and contribu ting positive ly to overall school atmosphere .
O ne administrator at the Depa rtment of Education (53) spoke of the
nurturing of the ability to work with others as an outcome of participatio n in
a school perform ance. A grade four teacher (55) recount ed the opportu nities
fo r social interaction which become possible within schoo l as a direct result
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of drama or music programs; the opportunities (or students to interact and
expre ss themselves, and to develop social skills. A high school principal (59)
spokeof a sense ofownershipof school that results frommusic. drama.and
othe r programs that bring stude nts togethe r in an atmosphe re of sharing : ....
the ar ts ... tie all interest groups together, all ability groups , all teac hers. all
community".
Some of the liter ature on arts education points to the certai nty tha t
chil dren not only learn about their culture and the culture of ethers through
the arts, but that through arts experiences, children formulate their own
cultural expression. Rose (1990) writes that culture is the expression of
human consciousness. shaped and produced bypeoplewhoareboth receivers
and makers of culture. She posits that the arts are a lived expression of
culture and the meansof a common languageand common expression.
Reimer (1989)writesabout "[he ongoingritualswhich help 10 mold us
into a society" and to the fulfillmentofsocietal needs througha particulararts
subject, music. Harris(1986) discusses the developmentof thesenseofsocial
responsibility through group Interaction and cooperation through music
education. She alsopoints to the learning and expressionof culture through
folk music and dance.
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Theme VI
The Notion of Curriculum Ba lance
Three of the respondentsdepicted the artsas playingan important role
in creating'balance' inschoolcurrriculum. A highschool vice-principal(58)
suggested that the arts are as important as any other aspect of curriculum;
that there are students who have natural abilities in the arts just as those with
abilities in math or physical education. An administrator at the Department
of Education (S4) articulated the notion that "the sum of the two [arts and
sciences) are what makesa good curriculum".
A retired educa tor (57) expr essed a concern that prese nt socie ty's high
demand for more knowledgeandskills in scienceand technologymight result
in the deletion of arts subjects in school curricu lum. This partici pan t related
the notion that the demandsof our technological societyactuallyelevate the
need for arts in school curriculum; thai a balance of ar ts and sciences is
essential.
In light of these comments we are reminded of Dearden (1984) who
has pointed out that the issue of balance in school curriculum is a complex
andcontroversial matter. Deciding whatconstitutesa proper balance in terms
of school subjects is a matter of perception, value and judgment.
\ 02
Furthermore. the question of how we are to recognize this balance as having
been attained is a difficult one. Again, as Dearden notes, depending upon
what is beingjudged and who is making the judgme nt, the very same provision
could be viewed as balanced or unbalanced.
Lawton (1987) points 10 curriculum balance as the key to effective
schooling. His idea that an "appropriate mix of humanities and science" is
essential in educat ing students to live sucessfully in present and future society
was also a viewarticulated by the majority of interviewees. Alsoconsistent
wilh Lawton's definition of balance, almost all of the interviewees felt that
balance in curricu lum pointed to a comlementary blending of the arts and
other curriculum subjects. This balance was described as both desirable and
essential in the school curriculum.
Theme VII
Developing Basic Skills
Skill development was discussed by severa l of the respondents as part
of the role played by the arts. A program coordinator (51) noted that music
"enhances readi ng, speaking and other skills"; a vice-principal and primary
teacher (52) a lso mentioned that reading, writing and communicat ing skills
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are augme nted by the am . 53, a high level administrator with the
Depart ment of Education, pointed out that the role of arts is "••. valuable and
vital in achieving objectives such as identified and prized by the economic
sector i.e. communication skills[and] proble::nsolving..", Generally, these
respondentsexpressedconfidencethat allstudentscouldbenefit educationally
fromexposureto the arts, and that involvement in arts programscould better
enhance understandingof other areas.
Th ese comme nts point to Eisner (1985) who argues that the arts are
"cognitive act ivities . guided by human intelligence. tha t make unique forms of
meaningpossible". Eisner uses the term"sensoryintelligence" andargues that
all concepts are basically sensory in nature, that cognition is no t separate from
percep tion or emo tion. He posits that inte raction of the senses enriches
meaning, and that the ar ts play an essential role in the cognitive process of
sensory discriminati on and the development of imagi nation.
The research of Gardner (1983) stresses the cognitive aspect of ar tistry
and demonstrates that the arts are a matter of the mind. Gardner posits that
symbo l-ma king, on e's understanding and interac tion with artistic symbols, is
the hallmar k of hum• .iJ cognition. It is inter esting to note the example given
by one pr imary teacher (52) , who observed that the children in her class who
were involved in arts acti..i ties tended to be bette r read ers, "... good at
1(l1
understanding what's read or what's spoken to them, what 's told 10 them M'
better at _ sea t work and being able to read (rom charts -.
We may also recall the theoryof"visual lhinking"proposed by Arnheim
(l982 ), that a ll problem -solving takes place in perceptual imagery. Am heim
pointsout that factsare meaninglessunlessthere isproductive thinkingwhich
involves unders tanding the relationships of things to one anot her. He
concludes that the arts are systematized ways of th inking and knowing.
Arnheim, who describes the arts as "training ground per-excellence" for the
learningof visual relationships. identifiescertain cognitive processes directly
related to the arts. including exploration, comparison, analysis. synthesis, and
problem-solving.
Category B: Definition of Quality Education
The lmerviewees were asked to indicate their pe rsonal definition of the
term 'quality education '. There were two commonly occurring themes in
reponse to this querry: firstly, six of ' be nine participa nts referre d to the
notion that a quality education must provide opportunities and experiences
which focus upon the total development of an individual; secondly, six out of
ninc interviewees spoke of quality education as syuonymous with a well-
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rounded education, in other words. an education which produces a well-
rounded individual as its result.
Overall. the noti on ofquality education was defined by the respondents
in terms of or in relatio n to: the development of the total individual: a well-
rounded education: building positive attitudes and self-esteem ; social
development; development of communication skills; quality curriculum;
balanced curr iculum; and appreciatio n of culture .
The following themes have emerged as a result of the information
provided in Category B: Definition of Q uality Educat ion . These themes are
employed in presenting and analy sing the da ta:
Development of the Total Individual
II. Social Development
III. Balanced Curriculum
Theme I
Educating the Total Individual
The perception that a qualityeducation includes the development of
the total human individual was one of the most commonly voiced themes in
CategoryB. A consultant with the Departmentof Education for twenty-five
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years (56). spoke passionately a nd eloquen tlyof what she termed •... the inner
growth. (and) formation of the whole person" as the pre mise of a quality
education. She sugges ted that formulation of a curriculum must be based
upon expecta tions, that the ques tion must be asked 'Wha t do I expect from
educa tion?' Answeri ng that question, she assured, .. will se t youo n the track
of quality'" Qu ality curriculum, in this participan t's view, provides all the
experiences that the school can offer for total integral growth.
Severa! participants expressed a similar per ception . name ly, that the
total intellectua l and e motional growth of the individual must be a major
ronsideration of quality education: that quality educa tion must provide
opportunities for deve lop ment of the full range of abilities (51); must involve
the total child, intellect and emotions (SS); prepares a person for life(57);
mustconsider the total developmentof the individual(54).
Severalof the intervieweesused the term 've il-rounded" to describe
qualityeducation. As the interviewsunfolded.it becameclear that the terms
"well-rounded" education and"quality" education were used synonymously.
The well-rounded student was depicted by oneschool board program
coordinator (51) as one who has developed to his or her fullestpotential; a
highlevel administrator at the Departmentof Education (54)articulated that
such an individual is ..... a literate individual, one who can bea contributing
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member of society, in relat ion to the abilities and talents given"; 53, also a
high level administrator at the Department of Education, spo ke of the well-
rou nded individua l as one who is prepa red fo r the futu re, equ ip ped with good
commu nication skills and with "..•the ability 10 obta in those skills that are
required to be a productive member ofsociety..,".
Two of the respond ents perceived I t'~ ~ development of commun ication
skills to be an impor tant componen t of a qua lity education. : Both 53 and 59
felt that the ability to effectively communicate is essential in becoming a
successful member of the community and in securing employment for the
future. Both respondents alsodepicted arts programs as providing valuable
oppo rtunities for skill development in reading, writing and sp eaking.
Th e percepti on that a well- rounded education must include the arts
was voiced by all of the respondents. When questione d as to whethe r or not
th ey would consider the arts to be an essential component o f school
cu rriculum, again, all of th e participants answered that the arts are essential
to quality educatio n.
Defining qu ality education is a difficult tas k, as Deard en (1984) has
pointed out. The well-educated individual, as described by the nineed ucators
who part icipated in the st udy, is one who has ach ieved he r or his fullest
potential in terms of perso nal abilities and talents; is literate ; prepared for the
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future; has good communica tion skills ; and is able to use those ski lls in
becoming a productive member of society. How are these a tt ributes to be
atta ined? They are to be attained thr ough school curri culum.
It wou ld seem logical to posit that qu a lity edu cation implies qu ality
curriculum. Is there a conn ection between arts education and quality
educatio n? In othe r words,can the arts contr ibute in a significant way to the
outco mesof what is perceived to be qu alityor well-roundeded u cation? What
are th e connections, if any.be tween th e arts and human deve lo pment?
Many have a rgu ed that the ar ts not only contr ibute bu t are essential
toqualityeducation. Rose (1993) has pointed outthat thearts are a "proven
site" for promoting thosecharacteristics that have been identified by recent
educational reports as essentta t ineducation. Inher view, these include the
ability to communica te, think critically, toconceptualize and problem-solve:
the developm e nt of m oral and social aw areness, posit ive altitu d es and values;
the acquisition of knowledge, language and culture ; the de velopment of
adap tability and ind epende nce; and developm ent o f socia l and cul tural
identity.
AsKiester ( 1985) has n oted, qu ality edu cation means tot al education.
In her view, the goals of total e ducatio n include funct io nal liter acy,
inte llectual de velopment, cultural und erstand ing and self-realiz a tion. Kiester
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posits tha t intellect is deve loped "through perception of pattern in a mass of
a bstract da ta", in other words, th rough es tab lished patte rns of thinking. She
a lso emphasizes that this kind of perception can be developed through
mathema tics and music. Kiester writes that educa tors have recogni zed that
pattern perception and also othe r intellectual processes are fundamental to
the arts and that these processes include planning, relating, problem-solv ing
and decision-making.
Theme II
Social Development
Th at the develop ment of social values is an importa nt aspec t of quali ty
ed ucation was a second majcr point of agreement among the pa rticipan ts.
O ne vice-principal (52) talked about her perception of the impo rtance of
positive social rela tionships and school atmosphere as a componen t of qualit ,
education. In her view, the inte ractions between students and te achers and
the overall atmosphere within a school playa very important role in a child 's
developme nt of attitudes towards self. towards school, and to learning in
general.
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Th ree of the nine participants (53, 54, and 59) listed the building o f
skills' necessary to becominga prod uctive member ofsociety"asan impona nt
aspect of quality education. 53. an administrator at the Department 'of
Educatio n, cited an appre ciation of cultu re, one's own as well as that of
o thers. as a concern of quality ed ucation. He a lso pointed to the arts -
especially literature, drama, music and art programs, as essential in gaining
a true appreciation of culture.
Th e recent Task Force o n Education (1992) addresses the need for
cu ltural awareness and understand ing in education. It points out that
"Cultura l toleranc e and understanding are expected 10 be develope d among
students as they progress through school" (p.216). The Final Report of the
T ask For ce states:
... pan of the socializing re sponsibilityofpublic education is to
recreate the knowledge,skillsandcustomswhichare indigenous
to itssociety(p.27).
Kiester (1985) has written that one oflbe fundamentalgoals ofqual ity
education is 10 enhance cultural and cross-cultural awareness- and global
understanding. In this respect. she describesthe arts as a 'commo n ground
of self-identity and universal awareness" and as "eloquent transmi tters of a
people's spirit- their joys, their so rrows, their inner lives". Kiester pointsout
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t hat while some cultures have bee n found to exist without rcad ing lmd wri ting.
none have ever been found without some form of expression of a rt. She
posits th at the arts can act as a bri dge to all subjects in school curricu lum.
Re ferences 10 aru educat ion and its contribution 10 the social and
cultu ral development of children are also found in Reimer (1970), Rose
(1 990), Langer( 1971), a nd Gardner (1990).
Th eme III
The Notion o f Balanced Curriculum
The notion oC balance in curriculum is one which is perceived by the
educators in the study as pertinent to a number oC issues. The issue of
balanced curriculum was firstraised in our discussions about the role of arts
in curriculum.and nowreappears as one of the major concernswith respect
to the issue of quality education.
51 spokeof a "balanced education- and portrayed the curriculum of a
quality education asone that balancesthe arts and sciences;as an education
which attends to the "physical side, the emotional, the social, the artistic",
Thisschool board programcoordinator pointed out that balancealso involves
the provision of sufficient time in the scheduling of curriculum so thai K •• •
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lea r ning can occur and [there is)a las ting impr ession on students-, Her w o rds
see med to suggest th a t, at the present ti me, thi s kindof balance does no t exist
in our schools.
Achieving(such a balance) would require some major changes
10our system and in howwea pproach educotionH'in wha t we
are valuing as education forOUT childre n. Unfortunately, every
group has its ownpo li tical direction.and sometimesthese arc
the o nes being heard a nd the tru e va lu ing of a more ro unded,
balanced education is not acce pted. People will say. 'Y es, we
want this for our children',but wh en it comesdown10practical
things such as the subjects offe red and the amount of t ime ...
and howthese are organized within the school setting. we are
really detractingfrom what could be a balanced education.
One highschool vice-principaJ (58) expressed a similar view o f the
nee d for balance of subjects within the school currtculum, asserting tb..t
qual ity educa tion would make availa ble 10 students -,_ an education in all
areas", As previouslynoted, the need for a bal ancedand relevent curri culum
has been identified by the R oyal Commission (1992). As 10 howlitis need
will be met, in terms or the arts subjects is unclear.
That there is a need for balance inschoo l curriculum and thai the arts
make a valid and unique co ntributio n to this balance has been argu ed by
Dea rden (1984), Lawton (1987), Eisner (1992) andothers,
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Category C: Criterion for Deci ding the Value of School Subjects
The participants in the stu dywere asked to describe thei r perceptions
of what criteri a should be used in decid ing the relative value of subjects in
curriculum. Th is particular questionproved to be a troublesome one. in the
words of one teacher, "difficultto answer", Generally, participants looka few
mome nts 10 pa use and relect before responding , some times asking that the
question be repeated or clarified.
A number of the participants perceived the issue of va luing scho ol
subjects as out of the control of those educators who actually deliver the
curriculum(57, 58,59). Their comments point to a sense of powerlessness
withregard to this particularissue and to the question of why educators feel
such a powerlessness in this proces . Their perceptionsand concerns also
raise the other important issues. i.e., the empowerment of those who make
these curricular decisions;the basisupon which suchdecisions are made; the
opportunity for imput from educators 'who have valuablecontributions to
make to the decision-makingprocess.
The respondents portrayed the following as pertinent to making
decisions about relative value of school subjects: re-examinion of school
curriculum;evaluating expected outcomesof education; balancingcurriculum
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conter n: integra ting school subjects; eliminating knowledge repetition;
educa ting and involving parents and the public; examining programs of study
and course requirements; and making provision for development of students
in all capa cities.
As mentioned previously, in reviewing the infor mation provided by the
participants. certain themes emerged. In Category C: Deciding the Criteria
for Valuing of School Subjects, the data is presented and analysed with
respect to the following major themes:
Outcomes of Education
II. Public Perceptions
Ill. Achieving Balance in Curriculum
Theme I
Outcomes of Education
A number of the interviewees suggested that in deciding the value of
school subjects certain questions about the desired outcomes of educatio n
must be posed by those who have the authority to make these decisions. It
was suggested that effective decision-making would neither be prudent nor
possible in the absence of such questions. For example, a school board
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progra m coordinator (51) pointed to one questio n which she felt was of
particula r import : What do we want our children to leave school with as a
basic education?
A high level admi nistrator at the Department of Educatio n (54)
articulated that a majorcritcrionfor decidingthecontentofschoolcurriculum
must be considerationof the specifics that wouldbe "desirable forthe student
at graduation from ... school". He also alluded to consideration of the
question "What sho uld a child be expected to know, realistically, at the end
of primary? at the end of junior high?" He proposed consideratio n of the
outcomes that might be expected and developed at each level of schooling.
Similarly, one high school vice-principal (S8) insisted , ' You have to ask what
students will need when they finish with the public educatio n system",
A high schoo l principal (59) again po inted to graduation outcomes as
a "given componen t"but cautioned that the current organization of graduation
requireme nts needs to be re-examined and improved upon. An administrato r
at the Department of Education (53) noted that many subjects in schoo l
curriculum now compete for basic status. In his view, making decisions
pe rtaining to the relative value of school subjects must involve asking
questions about how the requirements of a basic education have changed for
the present gene ration.
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It is interesting to note that with respect to the question concerning
crite ria for deciding the value of school w bjceu. the participan ts Cann ulated
their answers by posing some very fundamental questions. The question
'What do we wan t OUf children to leave schoolwithas a basiceducation?' was
the basic premise of the school boardprogram coordinator's response(51) as
well as that expressed by three other participants (54, sa, and 59). This
question is not only a practical one but a vital one.
A cover story in Maclean's Magad ne (March 1994), dea ling with the
issue of basic educat ion in Canadian public schools, reported that business
people are placing high priority on the ability to th ink and solve prob lems.
The article a lso re ported thai employers now seek gradua tes who "have
developed minds that are flexible rather than simply flush with informat ion",
That future employe rs will continue to look for these kinds of charact e ristics
and abilities is cenain. As Kiester (1985) has pointed cut, (or the next
cen tury we need people who arc Flexible and who can adapt to an ever-
changing world. She emphasizes the need (or tod:l.y's students to become
comfor table with change, and to beable to improvise and (ace new situa tions
with confidence an d creativity. Furthermore, Kiester writes that education
which focuses upon ' baste" skills of reading, writing and mat hematics is
"se rtcusly imbalanced", that this sort of thinking an d learning alone is only
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"half-educatio n". What, then, is the othe r "hair ? In her view, attention must
be given to ' creative, holistic. and feellngfut thlnklng". Where in the school
curriculum would provision be made for such experiences? ... the am.
The issue of how the arts contribute to fundamental ed ucationa l goals
has also bee n add ressed by G reene (198B), Robinson (1991), Ga rnwell (1993),
Eisner (1985) Rose (1990)and others.
ThemeII
Education and Involvement of Parents and the Public
Five of the nine partici pants spoke about the importance of educa ting
parents and the public about educational matters and enlisting the support
and confidence of these groups. It was strongly felt that parents and the
general public need to become more aware of issuessuch as, for example, the
contributio n made to the total school curriculum by music, art, and other arts
subjects.
One administrator at the Depa rtment of Education (S3) suggested that
it is important to encourage parents to become participants in what is
happening within the school. An education consultant, now retired after
twenty-five years (S6), stressed the need to promote curriculum talks and
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dialogue conce rning educa tional issues. An elementary tea che r (S7) pointed
out thai educators must involve parents in the activities of the school and
enlist the ir suppo rt for school programs.
The notion that the public and other stakeholders can have
considerable influence upo n the content of school curriculum was expressed
by many of the interviewee s (53, 59, SI, and 56). These participants felt th at
what is perceivedbyparentsas valuable in theeducation of their children is
more likely to receive adequate treatment in curriculum.
That there exists a problemof publicattitudes and perceptionsabout
the place of arts in education has been addressed by Gantly (1989). He
points out that public perceptions about the nature and purpose of arts in
educa tion in schools will inevitably det ermine the exten t of commitm ent to
artseducation as a priority ofcurriculum. He alsoarguesthat "professionals-
involved in arts education must inform the public about what is done in
schools, and more importantly, why it is done. Gandy insists that arts
educators must become involved in the effort to buildpublic awareness. He
makes the point that if the arts are regarded by the publicas a waste of time
and money, then educatorscannot expect to succeed in attempts to provide
qualityprograms in schools. Gently'sargument is especially remlnescent of
the commentmade byan administrator at the Department of Education (53).
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This educat or pointed out that the futu re of the arts in schools is depende nt
up on educat ion of the public and of educators by ' those who know".
Theme 1II
Balance of Curri culum Subjects
A school board program coord inator (SI) pointed oulthat the issue of
balance may bean impor tant considera tion with respec t to decisi ons regard ing
the value of school subjects . As she reflected :
We need to look at a balanced education and we have to look
at "..hat we want our children to have in determining that
criteria. We have to look at the physical ... at the affective ...
the intellectual ... but we also have to recognize that there is
this integration that is going to affect them all.
Thi s interviewee depicted the balanced curriculum as crucial in producing the
expected outcomeofa "well-rounded"or qualityeducation, and pointedto the
importanceof a variedand balanced curriculum in contributing to the fullest
development of individual talents and abilities.
One elementary teacher (55) felt that "variety and balance" are
important considerations in deciding the content of school curriculum. 56, a
former education consultant withthe Department of Education, answered "...
the prime criteria is the development of persons in all their capacities" and
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pointed out that this is not possible without a rich and var ied curriculum, one
which provides for the academi c, moral, spir itual, social, a ffective and physical
components.
The issue of the need for balance in school curriculum has been
addressed by Dearden (1984), Lawton (1987), and Eisner (1985). As
discussed earlier in this document, they argue that the arts are an essential
componentof a relevantand balanced school curriculum.
Ca tegory D: Impli cations for Arts in School Curriculum
The interviewsubjects were asked to commentupon the implications,
if any, of reduction or dele tion of arts programs in the total school curriculum.
Once again, the respondents generated a comprehensive list. Overall. the
participants identifieda considerable number of implications relating to the
reduction of arts in curriculum. These include: school culture; sense of
school community; student motivation; ties with community at large;
appreciationfor music. drama,and the arts; effectiveteaching; resource-based
learning;personaldevelopment: educationoffeelingand sensitivity; accessto
importantknowledge; and total or well-rounded education.
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Fro m the informat ion provided by the participan ts in Category 0:
Implications for Am in School Curriculum, a number of themes emerged.
These themesare employed in presenting and analysing the dam:
The School Environment
II. Teaching and Learning
III. Total Education
IV. Futu re of the Arts
Theme I
The School Environment
Th e most common point of agreement among the inte rviewees with
respect to the implications for arts in curriculum pointed to effects upon
school environment. Eight of the nine participan ts alluded to an adverse
effect upon the total school environme nt in the event of reduction or deletion
of errs programs. Several respondents referr ed to the arts as syno nymous with
the 'life' (51. 56) of the school or the 'cemen t' of the school co mmunity (59).
In their view, eliminating the arts would be equal to taking away the life of
the school. 58, a senior high teacher , contended that the school climate would
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be so adverse ly affected by the exclusion of the arts that it would cause some
studen ts to drop out of school.
One elementary teache r (55) . explaining that it wasa very difficu lt task
for her to envision the school without am programs.,painted a dismal picture
of the elementary school witho ut arts · .... a total ly diffe rent place ... not a
place students (or teachers] would be happy to go to every morning". She
spoke of school spirit; a sense of personal satisfactio n that students gain from
working together, such as in a school performance or assembly;of a senseof
pride in one's school and similiar experiences, the loss of which would
·certllinly [cause] a big hole in the school",
The idea that ·schoo l is Iifc" (56, 51) o r that school presents and deals
with the experiences oClire (51) again stimula ted discussion about the positive
cffecu of the arts in promoting richness, sensitrvity, happiness, and shariq
within a school community. II was felt that without these components. the
school environment would become lifeless, ·stt!rilc·; that school culture would
be non-exlstant. The notion of the arts as basic to life, and in so being, basic
to school curriculum was a major tenet in the personal philosophy of these
participants.
As Unsworth (1990) has pointed out, arts subjects provide a means for
all students to develop multiple capacities which help them to make sense of
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the world. Furthe rmore, she argues that the arts offer many oppo rtun ities for
immediate success, for developing perecnat relatio nships. a nd self-expre ssion.
Robinson (1991) posits that children not only need to have ideas abo ut
the wor ld but "to act in itM • He point s out that the arts are closely conne cted
with the exploration of values. In his view, arts educate feeling and promote
awarenessof social values. Robinson suggests that involve ment in the arts
can lead to a wide range of abilities and skills "with wide application and
value",
Theme II
Total Education
It is interesting to note that the notion of total education of the
individual has been identified as pertinent to the issueof the role of arts in
curriculum,the question of what constitutes qualityeducation,the criterion
for deciding the value of schoolsubjects and to implications for arts in
education. This has been a topic raised in all four major categories of the
study and which has permeated our discusions. It would appear that the
notion of total educationis closely linked with qualityeducation and withthe
educational philosophy expressed by the participants in the study. In
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particular, we are reminded of the comments of a high level administrator at
the Depa rtment of Education (84) who spoke about the "essence" of
education in te rms of tota l deve lopment of the individual : of a schoo l board
program coordinator (81) who articulated a similar philosophy; and of a
curriculum consultant of twenty-five years with the Department o f Education
(56) who argued that education is more than the intellect ••. a pers on is more
than intellect. education is the formation of the tota l human person.
Tha t certain areas of pe rsonal developme nt would be in jeopardy if
arts were deleted from curriculum was the perception of several of the
interviewees (5 1, 54, 56, and 57). Discussion of this question touc hed upon
the notion that you cannot develop the human person without the arts (54);
that education which neglects to educa te feelingand sensitivity has failed (57).
The perception that an individual should have access to a we ll-rounded
education, that is. an education complete and entire. with all its in tegral parts,
was a common thread throughout the course of the interviews. it may be
timely to point out that of the nine participants in the study, all perceived th e
arts to be an essential component of curriculum. They perhaps differed in
their reasons for perceiving th e arts in this fashion, but there was total
agreement that the arts are integral to the total school curriculum .
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In the over all responses 10 the question concerning imp lications for the
arts, th ere was a gene ral concensus of op inion tha t school curriculum without
the arts would represent "merely a skeleton" of education (56). One
administrator at the Depar tment of Education (53) mentioned that a
curriculum without the arts would result in a "narrow and restricted
education"; an educ ation consultant , now retired after twenty-five yea rs (56 ),
propo sed that the possibility of acquiring a well-rounded education would
cease to exist if arts were to be extracted from the total curriculum. 57
pointed out that "... without arts, education is incomplete", That the arts
embody a unique category of knowledge was discussed by S5. This
eleme ntary teacher spoke of the value of this knowledge in the educ ation of
children and of its certain loss in the event that arts programs are deleted
from school curriculum.
This issue has been addressed and discussed earlier in Greene (1988),
Kieste r (1985), Robinson (1991), Unsworth (1990), Eisner (1985) and eth ers.
Significantly, it would appear that there is a particular emphas is upon the role
of arts in the education of the total individual in evidence in the perception s
of the participants, but one also finds considerable emphasis upon this point
in the literature as well.
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Theme III
Implications for Teaching and Learning
Several of the respo ndents talked about a symbiotic relationship
between effective leaching and the arts. One school vice-pnnclpal (52)
perceived the arts, particularly drama. an and music, as a component of
effec tive teaching in the primary classroom . She explained how, at this level
of schooling, concepts are taught and reinforced through role playing and
"acting CUlM, through poet ry and music, and through art in day-to-day
classroom experiences.
One high school vice-principal (58) noted the relationship and
importance of the arts to the whole concept of resource-based learning. She
expressed the belief that resource-based learning would cease to function
without the imput and cont ribution of the arts.
In the view of 58 and 89, high school teachers, the role played by arts
programs in providing motivation for some students is a significant one.
They suggested that music and drama programs provide an arena for
involvement, personal achievement and self-satisfaction for those students
whose inte rests lie in the arts. It was further suggested tha t to take these
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pr ograms from school curriculum would equ ate, at the high schoottevet, with
a certain percentage of students dropping out of education.
As pointed out by Eisner (1985), G ardner (1985), Arnheirn (1982) and
oth ers, arts activities are cognitive activities, systematized ways of knowing,
thinking, and perc eiving. They have shown that certain cognitive proces ses
arc directly related to the arts.
Theme lV
The Future of Arts in Curriculum
One admini strator at the Department of Educati on (53), described the
present status of the arts as having "received a battery from the general
pop ulation". He expressed a concern that there must be a clear delineation
of outcomes for arts education and that parents and the general public mU~1
be made aware of the contribution and value of the arts in the school
curriculum . He explained :
Even though math, science and technology seem to be the
[subjects] that are voiced as those which will save [society] from
the economic doldrums that we're in ~.if you look at the
employability skills [coming from] the Conference Board of
Canada, you would realize ... the emphasis in business ... what
is (expected] from students ... [coming) from the education
system into business ... [is} communication skills, problem-
solving skills. ability to work with others. Now, if you view
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things from Ihis perspective,you M . 10010:. and say 'Which subject
areas in the curriculum contribute to that which Isprized righ t
now bysociety?'
The part icipant argued that the public and other stakeholders in education
need to become aware of the contribution and value of all areas of school
curriculum,1>e it arts or anyother area", He further explained:
[Withrespectto curriculum] wewillhave to articulate the roles
that (the arts and other subjectareas] can play in achievingthe
overa ll goa ls that are required by society for employability a nd
p- si-second ary education which will lead to improving
Newfoundland and the cou ntryfrom a compe titive perspective.
SJ felt that tho: genera l populat ion and those who are non-am edu cators
would not have a true appreeiadcn for th e role that arts can play -any more
than someone who is not trained in the sciences can articulate the value of
selence", Finally, this educator predicted that whether or not the arts will
withstand the period we are in right now will, to a considerable degree,
depend upon how the contribution of arts in the Curriculum is portr ayed by
' those who know".
A high level administra tor at the Departmen t of Education (54),
commented that in view of the questions posed during the interview, that
there may be a perception within the education community "that somehow or
anothe r, the sciences are rhe new priorities",
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Th at somehow ... as we reshape, it is science. mathema tics.
technology that is getting the glamour; that the resourcing find
traditional definition ct tbe arts, name ly music, theat re, drama,
will go by the wayside. That's not in my thinking, nor is it in
the thinking of this department. But I tell you this. far more
attention than in the past must be placed on science,
mat hematics , technology. Fa r more atte ntion than in the past
might be placed on music and literature beca use we've been
underperforming.
This pa rticipan t spoke of the present emphasis placed on science and
technology bythose from outside the education comm unity, from those within
education, and by the recent Royal Commission (1992). The participant
explained the focus uponscience:
Indeed we did [focus upon science] simply to give a much
greater prio rity tha n is prese ntly given to the teaching of it.
That does not mea n you elevate [science] in the status of
subjects to teach. I would try to put priorities around
everything [ deem to be core. What I deem to be core would
be those aspe cts of programs which would bring one to become
a funct iona lly literate young perso n. Tha t is one who can
master the language, who is conversant with bei ng a productive
membe r of society, who has moved to developed abil ities and
who is a cooperative , sharing, participating, contributing
member of society When I see a cur riculum it automa tically
implies that just as science must be there, so too must the
art s.
As discussed in Kiesler (1985), the next ce ntury will dema nd the
format ion of a "new kind of human being", one who will be able to cope with
the growth of knowledge, advances in technology, and rapid change in the
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world. She suggests that in educating students for the future, both th e
sciences and the am playa complementary role. Robinso n (1991). builds a
strong case for the educa tion of students in the arts. arguing that the arts hav e
fundamental roles in meeting the challenges of ed ucation. Furthermore, he
points out that it is essential to create a balance between the arts and othe r
key a reas of the school curriculum, including science, arguing that a
curricu lum which neglects the a rts is based up on a restricted view of
intelligence.
Summary
It would appear that there isconsiderable a rgument for the value and
relevance of arts subjects in school a.trriculum. Without exception, all of the
educa tors who part icipa ted in the study portrayed the arts as a valua ble
componentofcurriculum and as anessential component in the total education
of the individual . Many of the participants could not e nvision an effective
curriculum without the inclusion of art s. As one administra tor at the
Department of Educatio n pointed out, a major consequen ce of losing ar ts
from curriculum wou ld be a very nar row and restrictive education for
students.
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The school without arts wasdescribed as n ste rile environm ent wherein
both teaching and learning would suffer dire consequence s. Th e part icipants
described the arts as relating to the creative components of life (5I) ; as the
more crea tive aspects of curriculum (S2); as the life o r heart of the curriculum
(56), (S9). It is par ticularly interesting to recall the comment of one high
level administr ator at the Department of Education who spoke of the arts as
~... in keeping with the essence of education .•. you cannot think of the
exclusion of somethingthat is so essendaf..,",
It would appear that the arts have received. at least from these
educators, an overwhelming voteof confidence.
CHAl"TER FIVE
CO NCLU SIONS AND RECOMMENDATI O NS
This chapter presents conclusions and recommendations which have
been generated fromthe irll'ormationobtained in the study. The perceptions
of the educators who participat ed in the study, infonna tio n obtai ned from
pertinenteducati onal documents, and rele vantlit er ature pertaining to the ro le
ofarts ineducationprovidethe basis for the formuladonof these conclusions
and recommen dations. Also contained in this chapter ar e suggestions for
further research.
Conclusions and Recommendations
TIle curre nt revision and restructuring of the educational system in
Newfoundland and Lab rador, premised upon improving the quality of
education,places the schoolcurriculum at irsfocus. The subject areaswhich
presentlycomprise the curriculumwill be revised andrestructured basedupon
theperceived value of chosesubjectareas to the overall education ofstudents.
The question of value, which has been researched by Dearden (1984)and
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outlined in Chapter Two. is a controversial and difficult issu e. but nonethele ss,
a crucial one. Fundamental questions ar ise such as 'Wha t constit u tes qua lity
educati on?', 'What knowledge is of most worth?' and 'On what basis and by
whom should these decisions be made? These types of potentia lly
problematic ques tions must be adequately addressed by a ll these engaged in
educationalchange.
One of the main tenets of Towards an Achieving Society, the final
report of the Task Force on Mathematics andScienceEducation(1989), l.e.,
that not all school subjects are of equal value, points to the hierarchical
approach towards curriculumthat presentlyexists inour schoolsystem. On e
of the stated assumptions which guided the work Our Ch ildren Our Future,
the RoyalCommission of Inquiry intothe Deliveryof Programsa nd Services
in Primary, Elementary, Secondary Education(1992) was that someschool
courses are more imponant than others (p.299) . That certain areas i.e..
mathematics,language andsciencemust takeprecedence over other subjects
deemed less valuable was one of the premises which, in the words of the
Commission, helped to definethe inquiry and shape its re commendations. In
lightof thispresumption, itwould appear that from theoutset of this inquiry,
the arts subjects had already been marginalized. thei r place in school
curriculumalready preassigned.
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Arts subject s, as Ross (1984) has suggested , are among the first to be
elimina ted when school resources are depleted because the arts are perceived
as lesspracticalthanothe r more pragmatic concernsofcur riculum. AsEisner
(1992) has pointeJ out. such basic unquestioned assumptions about arts
account for thei r uncertain status in school curriculum. Eisner has argued
further thai arts subjects are pe rceived as a Jesser priority because of certain
basic misconceptions about mind , knowledge and inte lligence . It would
appea r thai, as Robinson (1991) has posited, the natu re of the problem facing
arts in schoolcurriculum is an ideologicalone.
Ca reful analysis of educational reports indicates a general lack of
information with respect to the arts. When the arts subjec ts are mentioned,
they are often referred to in general or vague terms or they are simply
mentioned in a passing fashion. What is striking is that because of this Jack
of attention or referen ce to the arts, we are left to make only our own
assumptions about the pot ential role of arts in education . Some educators,
administ rators, parents, and the public may, indeed.logically assume that arts
subjects are not important or relevant to quality education at all. The Royal
Commission on Education (1992), provides a comprehensive re port which
thoroughly examines all aspects of education in the Province. W ith respect
to arts subjects, however, only cursory mention is to be found in this very
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important document. Of the two-hundred andeleven recom mendations made
by the Commission. none make mention of the arts. The position of this
Royal Commission as to the future direction of arts subjects in school
curriculum is unstated . As Ross (1984) has suggested. th is kind of lack of
enthusiasm for the arts at the level of policy-making is indicative of the
assignment of non-essential status to arts subjects.
Withoutexceptio n, alleducational reports analyzed as part of thisstudy
were in agreeme nt with the not ion that the fundamenta l goal of education
must be to hel p each student to achieve his or her fullest development us a
person, and as a member of society. These reports referenced the Aimsof
Public Education for Newfoundland and Labrador (1984) which provides
clearly stated goals for each child's fullest development • cognitively,
physically, morally, socially, and emotionally. There is no conclusive
statement to be found in anyof thesereports and documents, however, as to
the contributionof arts subjectsin reachingthese goals.
The participants in the study,in discussing their perceptions of quality
education,were in agreement withthe premiseexpressed byall educational
reports examined, Le.,that school curriculum must be intentionallydirected
10 the fulles t growth and development of each individual student. It is
interestingto note however, one of the mostsignificantfindingswith respect
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10 the data provided by the participant s was that, without exce ption. all of
these educators expressed the view that arts subjects are vitally important in
achieving this fundamental goal. Furthermore, participants: placed
considerable importance upon the idea that education is a process of
preparation for life, not only for working life, but Corpersonal lifeas well.
The comments of the part icipants indicated that personal developm ent was
perceived to be at least as impor tant, if not more important in some respec ts,
than job preparation. There was wideagreementthat the school curriculum
must emphasize skills, values . and knowledge which address both of these
important concerns. Again. and without exception,all participants perceived
the arts subjects to be an essential component in the student' s overall
development.
Arts subjects were perceived as essential in several respec ts. Among
the interview group, perhaps the most commonly expressed view of the
contribution of arts subjects was that the arts provide experiences which make
a valuable and essential contribution to the total education of the student.
There was also agreement that arts subjects create a positive school
environment, facilitating bot h the learning and teaching proces s; the arts
enhance creativity as well as basicskills in reading, writing, communlcanng,
and problem-solv ing: and, the arts play an important role in personal
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deve lopmen t. in building self-estee m and foste ring positive atti tudes towards
self a nd school.
As Un sworth (1990) point ed o ut, lack of self-esteem has been sh own
to be one of the major reasons for failure in school. Two high school
educators who particip ated in the study (58 and 59) both spoke of bow aru
programs, namely,musicand drama. playa role inmotivatingand maintaining
stude nt intere st at the high sc hool level. Both pa rticipa nts expre ssed the idea
tbat artssubjectsare as important to a percentage of the population of any
school asis mathor science (or someothers. These high school teachers gave
specificaccountsof students whose interestwassparked byarts programs and
who continued to attend school based upontheir SUCceSS in the se areas. In
the perception of these educators, arts programs "definitely" keep some
students from dropping out of school. It was also pointed out that
involvement in arts activities may also influence the behaviour of some
students. As one elementary teacher (55) recounted. eventhose students who
had difficu ltywith maintaining appropriatebehaviour in class often displayed
a positiveattitudetowards their workandwere weft-behavedwhile taking part
in arts-related activities. II wouldappear that arts education,as perceived by
this group of educators, is not only a valuable and essential component of
school curriculum, but also a powerful one.
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Unsworth (1990) has suggested also that the arts provide a.way for a ll
students 10 develo p multiple capacities which will help them to decipher the
world. develop personal relation s. and acquire appropriate forms of se lf-
expression -all basicrequirements fortappingat-riskstudents.The report of
the Royal Commission (1992) pointed out that today's classrooms are
frequently disrupted by students who are bored, unmotivated or have poo r
attitudes towards school (p.329). The Commission also stated that a means
to address the needs of these students must be found. It would a ppear that
someof these meansmaylie in the area of arts education.
Another point of broad agreement among the cross-section of
educato rs who participated was th at quality education, that is, total education
of the individual in relation to abilities, ta lents, and intelligences, cannot be
provided without inclusion of the arts. It was agreed that, in p roviding an
education of quality, schools must offer a broad range of learnin g
opportunities for students, which include the arts. Once agai n, the arts
subjects were described as both basic and essential by a majority of the
participants. Manyeducators in the study had difficultyenvisioning the school
curricu lum without the arts. Th is maybe indicativeof how integra l a role the
ens play in terms of the total curriculum. A5one primary teacher (52) noted,
even if the arts were deleted on paper, they would still take place in
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classrooms. A high school prin cipal (59 ) claimed. drama is as useful in
physics as it is in English. The pa rticipants ' comments indicated a high leve l
o f agreement that through arts ex periences students learn to work together ,
buildbetter communicationskills. become morecreative, and makedecisions.
As menti oned earlier, in light of the fact that the Royal Commission ( 1992)
made only cursory mention of the arts subjects, the assumption could be made
thai these subjects may not have relevancy to the basic premise o f quality
e ducatio n. However. as this study has shown, educa tors perceive the arts as
having an important and essentia l role in providing quality educa tion for
students at all levelsof the education system.
It was noted by several of the participa nts, that if the arts were deleted
from the school curriculum, schools would be, without question, negatively
affected . They felt certain that school would become a very differe nt place ,
as one elementary teacher (55) pointed out, not a place where stude nts would
want to go every morning. One cu rriculum consultant at the Depa r tment o f
E ducati on, now retired after twe nty-five yea rs (56), expressed the view that
withou t the arts, education would be a "disaster".
Th e idea that creating a nd maintaining an appropriate ba lance in
curriculum emerged as a significant concern for many of the educa tors who
particip at ed in the study. It was suggested that the arts and other subjects in
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the school curriculum comple ment each othe r. and that an appropriate and
relevant bal ance between the arts and sciences would best serve the ne ed s of
studen ts (51, 54, 55, 57, 58, and 59) . It would appear that this particu lar
notion is contradictory to the present ' back-to-basics" idea., an app roach
which would emphasize certain aspects of curriculum, particularly
mat hematics, science and technology. This approach has been favoure d by
the T ask Force on Educat ion (1989) and is also in e vidence in the recent
Roya l Commission (1992). It has bee n suggested thai the "back-to-basics"
approach which has been the subject of much debate byparents, educators
and the public, is not appropriate for tuday's educational world (Eisner
(1992),Kiester (1985»). As Robinson (1991) haspointedout, looking towards
the worldof the future,educationmust recognizethe diversity andcomplexity
of students' abilities, build students' self-confidence and self-esteem, spark
thei r interests,andequipthem withthe skills theyneed to face a future which
will present manychallenges anduncertainties.
As Rose (1993) has pointed out, the arts provide a proven site for
nurturingcharacteristicsvital forthe successful participation of individuals in
our present andfuture socie ty. These characteristicsinclude: the ability to
communicate, to think critically, to conceptualize and problem-solve: to
develop moral and social awareness, positive altitudes andvalues: to acquire
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kno wledge, language and cultur e; and to beco me adaptable to change. Th ese
are the very d1ataet erislics which hav e been identified bythe final report of
the Royal Co mmission (1992), Our Ch ildren Our Fu ture. as well as other
edu cationa l reports, as esse nrlel to th e future success of students,
Finally,thi s st udyhas illuminated a po tentially significan t discrepancy
between the perceptions of educators towards the art s in curr iculum and the
futur e ofa rts programs in our schools. Without exception.all educators who
par ticipate d in this study portrayed t he arts asvaluable and relevant. as an
esse ntial component inthe totaleducation of the individual. It is ironic, given
this premise , that arts programsappe ar to be facing. as has historically been
their plight. thespectreof reduction and elimination fromschool curriculum.
If indeed the arts are the "life- and "heart- of school curriculum (S6,59 ), why
then are the arts given secondary co nsidera tion as wasshown earlie r with
respect to current educational documents? If the arts are valuab le and
esse ntialas indicated bythe research data an d recent Iitelature asdiscussed
in Chapte r Two,why does this phenomenon continue 10 ellist? Doeducaors
have a voice in curriculum decision-making, and if so, is this voice being
heard? Who or what is influencing those empowered to make these
important decisions?
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The future ofam programsin the currentclimate of educationalreform
in Newfoundland and Labrador is, at best, uncertain, and possibly at risk.
Educators have expressed the view, however, that the arts contribute in a
significant wayto the outcomesof qualityeducation, Educatorshavepointed
out that the arts are not a luxury . "tey are a necessity in schools. Silent
support for the arts, however, will not suffice. If arts programs are to remain
vilal and vibrant in the curriculum of our schools. sentimentssuch as these
must nOI onJy be voiced and heard, but also acted upon by those who have
the power to initiate change.
Suggestions for Further Study
There are some important questions which have emerged as a result
of examination of the research problem. While the study achieved its
proposedgoal, to provideinsight into the perceptions of educators towards
the arts in schoolcurriculum, there are importantissueswhichhave come to
light and whichbear further consideration.
One area of the problem whichhas not been addressed in this study
and whichhas been shown to be importantis public perceptionsof the arts
in education. An understandingof what perceptionsare held by the general
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public wou ld certainly help educators and administrators to gain a new and
perhap s better pe rspective of the proble m, and co nsequently, enable those
who are in po sitions which involve such policy-making, to make more
informeddecisions.
One of the most difficult questions in the study, was the issue of how
decisions should be made with respect to the value of schoo l subjects. It was
suggested that the future of arts subjects in school curriculum would depend
upon, as one adminis trato r at the Departm ent of Education (53) a rticulated .
"those who know", i.e., th ose who can spea k for the value and contr ibution of
arts in curriculum. Another participant (86) noted that public curriculum
dialogue must be initiated, in order to facilitat e a sharing of ideas and
important information among educa tors, administrators and public
stakeholders . An important next step may be to investigate the need for such
a process and how it might be implemented.
Further to this research, there is a need to look more closely at the
contribu tion and role of arts subjects in school cur riculum. at all leve ls of the
system, through examinati on of what is actuallytaking place in the classrooms
of schools in th is province. There is a need to examine what is happening,
ncr only with re spect to formal programs, but what is taking place informally,
i.e., as extra o r co-curricula r activities. In order to move towards a tru ly
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comprehensive understandin g of how the arts are "lived" in today's school
system, there is a need for dialogue with educators who are directly involved
in delivery of programs, discussions with students who participate in arts
activities. and close examination of the expected and real outcomes of arts
programs.
Research of this natu re 'Nill define and valida te furthe r the place of
arts in school curricul um in Newfoundland and Labr ador . Such investigations
will better enable 'those who know' to articulate the value and role of arts
education to those who need to know. Furthermore, in recognizing these
voices, such research will help to engage andempower all participants in the
educational process.
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Appendix A
Participants in Study
Subject I Present position: School board program coordinator of music,
art, drama, and physical education
Past experience: Music teacher all levels
Music major area
Subject 2 Present position: Vice-principal
Past experience: Primary teacher - 15 years
Subject 3 Present position: Administrator , Department of Education
Past experience: Assistant Superintendent Classroo m teacher
all levels Science major area
Subject 4 Present position: Administrator, Department of Education
Past experience: University Professor School principal
Subject 5 Present position: Elementary teacher - 30 years
Subject 6 Past experience : Curriculum consultant , Department of
Education (now retired after 2S years in that
position)
Subject 7 Past experience: Teacher, 30 years (ret ired) School principal
and classroom teache r
Subject 8 Present position: Vice-principal
Past experience: Senior high teacher - 6 years
Science major area
Subject 9 Present position: School principal ~ 15 years
Past experience: High scbool teacher . 22 years
Mathematics major area
Appendix B
INTERVIEWQUESTIONS
What docs the term "the arts- mean 10 you?
2. What is the role of arts in school curriculum?
3. How important, in your view, are the arts relative to other aspects
of schoo l curriculum?
4. What is your definition of qualityeducation? Are the arts an
essential componentof qualityeducation? Whyor why.Dot?
5. Are the arts in any respect 'basic" to school Ctlrriculum?
6. What sort of criteria should serve as a basis for deciding the relative
value of subjects in schoolcurriculum?
7. What are the implications. if any,of deletion or reduction of arts
programs in the total school curriculum?
8. Can the arts contribute to schoolculture? If so, how?




